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Abstract 
This dissertation has been written as part of the MA Program in the Classical 
Archaeology and the Ancient History of Macedonia at the International Hellenic 
University. In this paper I examine aspects of onomastics in ancient Macedonia and 
Epirus from the Archaic period down to the Roman era.  
 
The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze major linguistic affinities and 
divergences between Macedonia and Epirus as demonstrated in the case of feminine 
compound names attested in epigraphic texts from these two regions. The text is 
structured as follows: the first chapter provides a basic theoretical analysis of the 
ancient Greek dialects from the Mycenaean period until the Roman era. The second 
chapter is concerned with the dialectal varieties of ancient Macedonia and Epirus in 
particular, as well as with a brief analysis of the epigraphic evidence found in these 
two areas respectively. The next chapter focuses on some aspects of the ancient 
Greek personal names, while the fourth and fifth chapters are a semantic and 
morphological analysis respectively of the Macedonian and Epirote feminine 
compound names. Finally, there is a catalogue in the form of an appendix listing the 
attested feminine compound names from both regions. The names are categorized 
alphabetically, but also with chronological and geographical references. 
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Introduction 
Personal names are a special branch of the lexicon, while they also play a vital role in 
social life, but also in people’s personal lives across languages, peoples and 
countries. In contrast with other lexical items, personal names display a 
chronological and geographical continuity and can be maintained or even revived 
over time. 
Thousands of Greek personal names have survived in literary and epigraphic sources 
from several locations of the ancient Greek world, some of which are still common 
nowadays, even they have undergone some alteration on certain occasions due to 
linguistic, dialectal or other reasons. Greek personal names often resonate major 
concepts and emblematic values of the classical world, including certain aspects of 
ancient Greek daily life, history, mythology, religion, literature and character traits.  
But as a matter of fact, ancient Greek personal names do not only express values and 
social aspects of a certain ancient society and/or period, but may also display 
particular semantic, phonological and morphological characteristics of a specific 
epichoric linguistic variety (dialect). 
Feminine onomastics in particular is an important field given the generally less 
pronounced role of women in the ancient Greek world. In this context, feminine 
compound names present a special linguistic interest, especially as regards their 
semantics and morphology. For this reason, I aim to examine in this short study the 
feminine compound names from Macedonia and Epirus, two fringe areas of the 
classical Greek world, with an aim to detect linguistic affinities and divergences 
between these two regions in the sense of onomastics.  
The publication of two volumes of the emblematic Lexicon of Greek Personal Names 
(LGPN) containing inter alia names from Macedonia (vol. IV)1 and Epirus (vol. III.A)2 
has undoubtedly been a milestone in modern research on ancient Greek onomastics. 
In the case of Macedonia there are recorded approximately 14.000 names, from 
which approximately 3000 are masculine names and 861 feminine. On the other 
hand, there are confirmed approximately 1700 masculine and 280 feminine names 
for the region of Epirus. 
Ultimately, the main purpose of this study is to analyze the feminine compound 
names of both regions, particularly from a semantic and morphological point of 
view, with an aim to shed some ADditional light on the linguistic makeup and 
evolution of both dialectal varieties, but also on onomastics in the periphery of the 
classical Greek world. 
 
                                                          
1 A Lexicon of Greek Personal Names, Volume IV, Macedonia, Thrace, Northern Regions of the Black 
Sea. Clarendon Press Oxford, 2005 (P.M. Fraser, E. Matthews). 
2 A Lexicon of Greek Personal Names, P.M. Fraser and E. Matthews, Volume IIIA, The Peloponnese, 
Western Greece, Sicily and Magna Graecia, Oxford. 1997. 
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1.1 The Ancient Greek dialectal varieties: a short overview.  
 
                  Ἕλληνος δ᾿ ἐγένοντο φιλοπτολέμου βασιλῆος Δῶρός τε Ξοῦϑός τε καὶ 
Αἴολος ἱππιοχάρμης. 
        ‘From Hellen the warrior king sprang Doros and Xouthos and Aiolos lover of 
horses’.3 
The Ancient Greek language was in fact a large mosaic of local varieties. The 
beginnings of the Greek language are usually placed at ca. 2000 BC, primarily on the 
basis of linguistic evidence:4 the comparative linguistic evidence indicates that 
Ancient Greek was a language with systematic-structural linguistic similarities with 
other languages (‘Indo-European’), such as Latin, Sanskrit, Celtic, Germanic, Hittite 
etc. The second millennium BC Greek saw the emergence of proto-dialectal varieties 
(: West (Doric) vs. East (non-Doric) initially) from a very early time: the existence of 
dialectal texts in the form of Mycenaean tablets in Linear B script from as early as 
1450 BC indicates that a first dialectal fragmentation on oral level may have taken 
place from as early as 1700 BC or so perhaps. In the course of time even more dialect 
families emerged: “Achaean”, which included Mycenaean, Cyprian and Arcadian, 
Attic-Ionic containing Attic, Ionic (West, Central and East), while Lesbian, Thessalian 
and Boeotian are included in the Aeolic group; finally, West Greek contains Dric 
proper (e.g. Laconian, Messenian) and North-West Doric (e.g. Aetolian, Acarnanian, 
Delphian, Elean, etc).5  
The Ancient Greek dialectal period proper of course is a matter of the first 
millennium BC, notably of the time between the eighth and fourth centuries BC. By 
the fourth/third century BC, however, the Greek dialects had started undergoing 
                                                          
3 Hesiod, The Catalogue of Women, 9 M-W, 48. 
4 Given that the earliest Indo-European texts (Hittite) date back to the early second millennium BC 
one may assume with reason that the breakup of the IE language family must have taken place some 
centuries earlier. 
5 J. Rau, ‘Greek and Proto-Indo-European’. In: E. Bakker (ed.) (2010). A Companion to the Ancient 
Greek Language. Oxford - Malden, MA, 173. 
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various changes, even though at a different pace. Eventually, this dialectical diversity 
was erased by Attic-Ionic Koine throughout the Hellenistic-Roman periods.6  
The recorded history of the classical Greek dialects begins with the 
introduction of the alphabet and the appearance of Homeric epic poetry. The 
language of the Homeric poems does not correspond to any specific dialect since it is 
a form of Kunstsprache; nonetheless, archaic epic is a rich source for the early stages 
Greek language and provides us with a great deal of information, however doubtful 
at times, concerning languages and ethnicities in the archaic Greek world. In fact, the 
Homeric language was the first major literary “Koine” (but not in a literal sense) of 
post-Mycenaean Greece and contributed to the pan- Hellenic self-identification from 
the Geometric period (eighth century BC) already.7 In Archaic and Classical times, 
dialectical varieties had no serious impact on the social and political level nor any 
major influence on the relationships between the regions. At this time, Greek words 
similar to γλῶσσα had the meaning of ‘language’ and ‘dialect’ simultaneously, 
whereas the term διάλεκτος “dialect” probably existed since the Classical period and 
described a characteristic regional idiom. However, the development of the Greek 
dialects remains a heated scholarly topic until nowadays. The main reason for this, is 
related to the fact that a great number of Greek regions adopted writing very late, 
when koine had already become dominant as the written standard. Also, many 
inscriptions found in regions located in northern and western areas of Greece do not 
display features of a special dialect, but show many similarities to the koine instead. 
According to the ancient Greek authors, the (Ancient) Greek language was 
divided into three dialectal varieties, which were associated with the three ethnic 
groups that existed throughout antiquity.8 Dorians used the Dorian dialect, Ionians 
the Ionic dialect and Aeolians the Aeolic dialect. To those three traditional dialectal 
groups, a fourth one, Arcado-Cypriot was added later by modern scholars.9. 
Historians and linguists are of the opinion that the impact of dialectal use was 
                                                          
6 Rau, 174. 
7 S. Colvin, “Greek dialects in the Archaic and Classical Ages”, in: Ε. J. Bakker (ed.), A Companion to the 
Ancient Greek Language, Wiley-Blackwell, 2010, 200-212. 
8 Colvin, 202. 
9 Colvin, 203. 
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greater until the end of the fourth century BC. By the end of the fifth century BC the 
Attic dialect was widespread not only in Athens but in other areas as well, thanks to 
the Ionic allies of Athens and the political and financial supremacy of the city. From 
the Hellenistic times until the Roman period, the Greeks gradually adopted a more 
formal, mostly written variety that influenced even the oral form of the dialects, 
even though at a different pace: Hellenistic Koine. This dialect had emanated from a 
form of Attic-Ionic, the so-called ‘Great Attic’, and included a few features from 
other dialects as well, such as Macedonian, Doric and Aeolic. Alongside the Attic-
Ionic Koine there were other dialectal varieties, for instance supra-regional Doric 
Koina in the area of Peloponnese, which thrived until the second century AD, when 
Koine became predominant throughout Greece. Therefore, the majority of literary or 
epigraphic evidence that we have today at our disposal do not really correspond to 
the dialectal varieties of the Classical or even earlier periods.10  
To conclude, the Greek dialects were always in contact, mostly via 
colonization, literature, trade, religious festivals, sport competitions, war, politics 
and diplomatic relations, especially in the early times, but also in the context of the 
federal Leagues and the Hellenistic states in the East in later times. As a matter of 
fact, ancient Greek may sometimes be described as a “linguistic family” due to its 
multidimensional character. However, ancient Greek was essentially a language with 
several linguistic varieties that remained immune from major effects by foreign 
languages (for example, Latin, Egyptian).11 
1.2. The Dialectal Varieties of Macedonia and Epirus 
 
In the last decades, archaeological research brought to light important 
epigraphic evidence, both in the area of the Macedonian kingdom and in the region 
of Epirus. The present chapter aims to provide an overview of the dialectal varieties 
of Macedonia and Epirus as attested in epigraphic documents, mainly from the fifth 
century BC onwards.  
                                                          
10 Colvin, 202.  
11 P. Filos, ‘Cross-dialectal vs. cross-linguistic contact in ancient Greek: context, traits and speaker 
attitudes’, Studies in Greek Linguistics 36 (2016). Thessaloniki, 95-104. 
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1.2.1 Macedonian 
 
According to the epigraphic evidence currently available, the Macedonian 
dialect did not survive in writing after the beginning of the third century BC and had 
disappeared as a spoken language before the end of the first millennium BC.  
At the beginning of the seventh century BC, Perdikkas I established the 
Argead kingdom. Throughout the sixth and fifth centuries BC, and mainly during the 
reign of Archelaos, the first epigraphic sources made their appearance in the most 
developed urban centers, such as Aigai and Pella. These early sources provide us 
with information about the first indications of texts in Macedonia. In fact, numerous 
texts, originating from these flourishing cities of Lower Macedonia, suggest that 
writing was widespread in the kingdom, and mostly in its major financial centers, 
already in the middle of the fourth century BC.12 However, most of the inscriptions 
found before 400 BC are brief texts inscribed on stones or on easily transported 
elements which could have been transmitted to Macedonia by populations of other 
areas.13  
In particular, the epigraphic evidence can be divided in two categories in 
terms of the character of the documents and their chronological distribution. 
Documentary evidence from the region of Aegai incised or painted on tombstones 
belong to the fist category along with the Derveni papyrus, which contains a 
philosophical text related to the birth of gods, found within in a funerary vase in the 
area of Thessalonike. 14 Into the same category, scholars classify public or private 
texts inscribed on stones and dating to the period from the fifth century BC onwards, 
such as treaties, laws and decrees, dedications, royal letters or private inscriptions 
on funerary catalogues and dedications.15 The second group is made up of medieval 
manuscripts containing ancient literary evidence about the speech in ancient 
Macedonia: among them, one may find historical and mythological evidence, 
                                                          
12 E. Crespo, “Languages and Dialects in Ancient Macedon”, in: G.K. Giannakis, Ancient Macedonia: 
Language, History, Culture, Thessaloniki 2012, 121-132. 
13 Crespo, 122. 
14 Crespo, 121. 
15 M. Hatzopoulos, Macedonian Institutions under the Kings I a Historical and Epigraphic Study, 
(Μελετήματα 22), Athens 1996. 
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personal names, place names mentioned by authors in literary sources, and above 
all, approximately one hundred forty words (γλῶσσαι) that lexicographers, 
particularly the lexicographer Hesychius (fifth/sixth century AD), attributed to the 
language of the Macedonians.16  
However, the earliest Macedonian epigraphic evidence comes from the city 
of Pella, notably the famous Pella curse tablet found in 1986 and published in 1993.17 
The content of the nine-line text is about a magical curse of a woman against the 
man (Dionysophon) she loves who is probably about to marry another woman 
(Thetima). The curse tablet is inscribed on a sheet in the Milesian alphabet and is 
dated to the middle of the fourth century BC.18  
Another group of curse tablets have been discovered in Pydna dating to the 
end of the fourth century BC. They mostly consist of lists of personal names written 
mainly in a dialect that presents many features of koine. In addition, in the area of 
Elimeia, particularly in Aiane, an inscribed jar with a graffito (early fifth century BC) 
written in the Milesian alphabet was brought to light.19 This same location has 
offered us five documents, the most important of which is the graffito on the jar 
with the Ionic inscription. Nonetheless, years ago research showed that this late 
epigraphic material is marked by Roman onomastics, which decreases the 
importance of its potential dialectal value. Lately, written sources have shed light on 
the onomastics of Aigai, Beroia, Pella, Kalindoia and Chalkidike, primarily dating in 
the Hellenistic and Classical era.20 Despite the fact that most of the epigraphic 
evidence comes from the fourth century BC, the nature of the Macedonian speech 
before the reign of Philip II is still out of bounds by and large for modern scholars. 
Throughout the years, scholars attempted to approach the Macedonian 
dialect by studying thoroughly those features considered Macedonian, on the one 
hand, and working upon collecting new evidence, on the other. A most interesting 
feature is the fact that the surviving evidence, be it from public documents or from 
                                                          
16 Crespo, 122. 
17 Crespo, 123. 
18 Crespo, 123. 
19 Crespo, 125. 
20 Miltiades, Hatzopoulos, ‘L’histoire par les noms’ in Macedonia” In: S. Hornblower, E. Mathhews 
(eds.), Greek personal names: their value as evidence. Oxford 2000, 99-118. 
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private inscriptions, is written exclusively in Greek. Macedonians created 
settlements approximately between the eighth and seventh century BC around the 
area of Olympus.21 Despite the variety of dialects and languages spoken in 
Macedonia from the early settlement of Macedonians until the development of the 
kingdom, the majority of the written sources we have at our disposal from the 
beginning of the fourth century BC are written in Attic-Ionic Koine or are at least 
heavily influenced by it.22 Additionally, most of the documents found in the region of 
Macedonia present divergences in terms of the local dialects, which is related to the 
various aspects, including colonization or political influence(s). Eventually, the area 
of Macedonia began to show a growing linguistic/dialectal uniformity after the 
emergence of Attic-Ionic Koine in the kingdom and its adoption by Philip II as its 
official language.23 
This linguistic character in Macedonia intrigued their contemporary Southern 
Greeks, and especially the historians and the philosophers of that period. The 
wittings of many eminent authors, historians, politicians and lecturers, such as 
Herodotus, Thucydides, Isocrates, Demosthenes, Aristotle (cf. also Livy in Latin) are 
mainly concerned with whether Macedonians were Greeks or barbarians and how 
they had adopted the Greek language. 
1.2.2 Epirote  
 
Epirus (Ἢπειρος, Doric Ἂπειρος) from was a mountainous area located on the 
outskirts of the known Classical Greek world. Unlike other areas of the (mostly 
southern) Greek world that flourished during the Archaic period, Epirus along with 
other areas, such as Macedonia, Aetolia and Acarnania, remained in the margin for a 
long time, i.e. almost until the early Hellenistic period in terms of political, 
institutional and economical points of view. 
Isolation was one of the basic reasons, if not the primary one, why like other 
areas of the Greek world, especially in Western Greece, Epirus lacked documentation 
                                                          
21 Crespo, 122. 
22 Crespo, 122. 
23 Crespo, 124. 
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until the Classical period. Dodona on the other hand, was the only area of Western 
Greece that had a more ‘international’ character due to political and religious 
reasons from early on and until the Roman conquest in 167 BC. In fact, thanks to 
Dodona we have at our disposal a great number of written sources, such as oracular 
tablets, public texts, funerary inscriptions etc. covering a long period roughly from 
the sixth to the second centuries BC.24 Other areas of Epirus that have offered us 
ample epigraphic material are Bouthrotos, Cassope, Nicopolis, Phoinike and 
Ambracia. In particular, Ambracia, initially a Corinthian colony, provides us with 
epigraphic texts from as early as the seventh/sixth century BC, whereas the other 
areas present us with written records from the later centuries BC. 
In general, Epirus and Macedonia show a number of similarities, not only in 
terms of political, financial and social respects but also in cultural and linguistic 
terms. Epirus was principally a North-West-Doric-speaking area, namely a place 
where a supra-regional Doric dialectal variety, close to Doric proper, was used and 
characterized by local differences.25 This variety was primarily spoken in west and 
central Greece until the Hellenistic times. During the third or second centuries BC, a 
North-West Doric koina26 supplanted the North-West-Doric epichoric varieties, 
especially after the adoption of the ‘rival’ Attic-Ionic koine by Macedonia as an 
administrative language. Nonetheless, Attic-Ionic koine eventually made its 
appearance in Epirus too, mainly in the first centuries AD (rather than in the earlier 
Hellenistic times).27 
On the other hand, things seem to be more complicated regarding the Greek 
language in Epirus as well as the use of (a particular) alphabet. Many scholars argue 
that the earliest use of the Greek alphabet in Epirus is dated to the late seventh 
century BC. However, Lhôte (2006) is of the opinion that Epirus probably used more 
than one alphabets between the sixth and fourth centuries BC, as the epigraphic 
                                                          
24 P. Filos, “The dialectical variety of Epirus,” In: G.K. Giannakis et al. (eds.) Studies in Ancient Greek 
Dialects: from Central Greece to Black Sea, Berlin 2018, 215-248. 
25 Note that it is really difficult to discern clear Epirote features within these major linguistic groups. 
26 In fact, the NW Doric koina also contains a number of features that may have derived from Attic-
Ionic koine, either directly or indirectly, under its impact (‘disguised’ features). 
27 Filos,2018, 222. 
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evidence suggests.28 In particular, a good number of the earliest oracular texts from 
Dodona are written in a form of the “blue” alphabet, even though the most 
widespread alphabet in Epirus seems to be the so-called “red” alphabet (cf. A. 
Kirchhoff’s famous colored alphabetic map (1863)).29  
2. Personal names 
2.1 General  
Onomastics is an important category of the ancient Macedonian and Epirote 
lexicon, and one may reasonably expect the presence of various epichoric 
phonological and morphological characteristics in it, at least on a number of 
occasions, even though new trends too, mostly during the Hellenistic and Roman 
times, made their appearance. On the other hand, a great deal of Macedonian and 
Epirote onomastics maintained a special semantic hypostasis due to political and 
social reasons.30  
As far as the linguistic study of personal names in general is concerned, 
onomastics is known to be considerably more difficult to analyze than common 
nouns due to its complicated etymological, semantic and morphological features. 
Modern scholars have used different methods in order to approach the linguistic 
structure of personal names, and have inter alia also taken into account extra- and 
meta-linguistic parameters too, such as ethnicity, the dichotomy between literary 
sources vs. epigraphic evidence, etc.  
On the other hand, the size of the available evidence is always another crucial 
factor. Nowadays, we happen to have at our disposal a reliable list of onomastic data 
for the ancient Greek world, namely the Lexicon of Greek Personal Names (LGPN). In 
this Lexicon, a great deal of Greek anthroponyms from various areas, including 
Macedonia and Epirus, has been collected and published already.31 
                                                          
28 Filos,2018,223. 
29 Filos,2018, 225. 
30 A. Panayotou-Triantaphyllopoulou, “The Macedonian onomasticon during Archaic, Classical and 
early Hellenistic periods,” In: TiveriosM., Nigdelis P., Adam-Veleni P. (eds.) Threpteria: studies on 
ancient Macedonia, Thessaloniki 2012, 604-620. 
31 LGPN is a reliable, up-to-date catalogue of Greek anthroponyms, which inter alia also provides 
chronological and geographical information about each listed name. Before the appearance of this 
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The corpus of LGPN does not rely only on epigraphic evidence (public or 
private inscriptions), but is also based on literary evidence since Greek personal 
names are ubiquitous in writings from the beginnings of ancient Greek literature 
(Homer) down to post-classical literature, Greek and Latin alike (e.g. Pliny the Elder, 
Donatus). Ancient historiographers, in particular, such as Herodotus, Thucydides and 
Arrian preserved in their writings a large variety of personal names. However, 
historiographers may sometimes mention personal names in a formal and/or 
idiosyncratic way, e.g. for authority or credibility reasons or for the purpose of 
providing their works with a novelistic color.32 Nonetheless, it is only the epigraphic 
sources that may confirm the veracity of the names mentioned in literary sources.  
Attica is the area with the largest number of attested personal names, and a 
good number of onomastic ‘family trees’ are now confirmed. Contrariwise, in other 
regions, including Macedonia and Epirus, the attestation of personal names for more 
than two generations is rarer since the standard Greek naming formula normally 
included one’s father name as well, be it in the genitive or, in some dialects like 
Thessalian, in the form of a patronymic adjective.33 
Female personal names in the Classical Greek world are more rarely attested 
than the male ones.34 As far as the naming customs are concerned, boys used to be 
named after their paternal grandfather, whereas in the case of a second son that 
child was named after his maternal grandmother or paternal uncle.35 Girls were 
often named in the sense of a feminine version of a name in the paternal line or 
were named after their female relatives.36 
Inter-generation name repetition was common in antiquity, both as regards 
simple and compound names. In fact, “compound names could be split into their 
components or “name words”, and one of them repeated in combination with 
                                                                                                                                                                      
(ongoing) project, one had to rely on far more modest reference works, such as Pape & Benseler 
(1875); cf. A. Thompson, ‘Ancient Greek Personal Names’. In: A.-F. Christidis (ed.), A History of Ancient 
Greek, From the Beginnings to Late Antiquity, Cambridge 2007, 677-692. 
32 S. Hornblower “Personal names and ancient historians” In: S. Hornblower, E. Mathhews (eds.), 
Greek personal names their values as evidence. Oxford 2000, 129-148. 
33 Thompson, 679. 
34 Thompson, 678 
35 Thompson, 678. 
36 Thompson, 679. 
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another element to form a new and differentiated name.”37 For instance, 
Πεισίστρατος, son of Ἱπποκράτης, was named after his grandfather Πεισίστρατος, 
while one of Peisistratos’ sons was named Ἳππαρχος after his grandfather 
(Ἱπποκράτης), but taking on only one part of his grandfather’s whole name.  
Furthermore, it is often said that compound names may indicate a higher 
social status than simple names, whereas names of poor people or slaves are far less 
recorded.38 In particular, slave names are usually found in manumission inscriptions 
and regularly have a meaning pertaining to service (e.g. Χρήσιμος “useful”). 
Compound names usually signify the core values and aspirations of a population in a 
local community, the historical circumstances and those features that characterize a 
local environment in a specific period. On the other hand, nicknames describe status, 
social and family position, physical and mental characteristics, and are given to an 
individual with an aim to denote his unique qualities (e.g. Ζευξίδαμος (Zeuxidamos) 
was given the nickname Κυνίσκος “(love for) hunting dogs”).39 
Personal names can be classified into various categories according to their 
meaning, notably the semantic field they belong to. One of the major categories of 
Greek personal names in antiquity are theophoric or are associated with the history 
of the religion. Theophoric (θεοφόρα), known as “god-bearing names” are the 
names formed on the basis of names of gods/goddesses and are subdivided into 
those deriving directly from the name of a god/goddess, such as Ἂρτεμις (Artemis), 
those combining the names of more than a single god/goddess, such as 
Ἐρμαφρόδιτος (Hermaphroditos), and those composed of a god name as one 
component and another morphological element as the other, such as Ἀρτεμιδώρα 
(Artemidora).40 The practice of giving children such names was very rare in antiquity, 
while major gods sometimes produce further names based on their basic features or 
their cults, for instance Olympiodoros. In the LGPN lists, we come across names of 
both genders, although men are those who mainly bear theophoric names. Feminine 
                                                          
37 Thompson, 679. 
38 Thompson, 682. 
39 Thompson, 682. 
40 R. Parker, “Theophoric Names and the History of Greek Religion” In: S. Hornblower, E. Mathhews 
(eds.), Greek personal names their values as evidence. Oxford 2000, 53-80. 
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god names are much fewer, while the only theophoric name that is more common 
among women is Artemis.41 
As far as feminine theophoric names are concerned, previous linguistic 
studies had argued that prior to the late Hellenistic and Roman periods feminine 
names deriving from a goddess name were commoner than those of men. However, 
this suggestion is questionable since the majority of male names derive from 
feminine theophoric names, while many theophoric male names were not allowed 
to women. The distribution of theophoric names was uneven from region to 
region.42 In addition, onomastic preferences varied from city to city as each polis had 
its own cult and pantheon and honored different gods or goddesses. 
2.2 Macedonian and Epirote onomastics 
 
As far as the Macedonian and Epirote onomastics is concerned, there are 
numerous personal names mentioned by ancient Greek authors and many more 
attested in Greek epigraphic texts from those two peripheral areas of the ancient 
Greek world. But as mentioned above, the use of writing was limited in the 
Macedonian kingdom as well as in the region of Epirus in earlier times due to 
political, economic and social reasons. Hence, ancient Macedonian has hardly left us 
any inscriptions in the epichoric variety from the Archaic and Classical periods, while 
the study of the language of the Greek inscriptions in Epirus is also a difficult and 
complicated operation due to the same and other reasons (cf. e.g. the multidialectal 
character of the Dodona oracular corpus).  
According to LGPN IV, in the area of Macedonia there are attested three thousand 
names, most of which are males, while 861 names are feminine and 325 are 
feminine compound names. On the other hand, LGPN III.A, includes the area of 
Epirus and provide important data concerning the Epirote personal names and their 
                                                          
41 Parker, 64. 
42 For instance, in LGPN I, a volume pertaining to the Aegean islands and Cyprus (plus Cyrenaica), 
there are attested 158 theophoric names, whereas in LGPN IIIA, a volume covering the Peloponnese 
and regions on the West Greece, there are attested only four such names from all periods (cf. Parker, 
69). 
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chronological and geographical frame. More than two thousand names have been 
documented in Epirus of which 86 are feminine compounds.   
Before the publication of LGPN IV, F. Papazoglou (1977) attempted to analyze 
the ethnic background  of ancient Macedonia by examining the onomastics of the 
region.43 At first, she attempted to divide Macedonian onomastics into four 
categories that corresponded to the four ancient Macedonian districts. Papazoglou 
highlighted a variety of foreign names / non-Greek names that revealed the multiple 
relations of Macedonia with the areas beyond the Macedonian boarders. For this 
purpose, she came up with different groups of native names. On this basis, M. 
Hatzopoulos attempted to redefine onomastics in Macedonia by devising  the 
following categories: names with a clear Greek etymology, Greek names with a 
panhellenic character, foreign names and names without a recognizable Greek 
etymology.44  
Onomastic evidence of Macedonian origin begin to appear more frequently 
in epigraphic texts during the reign of Philip II and his son Alexander the Great.45 The 
leading role of Macedonia in Greek affairs during the middle of the fourth century BC 
must also be associated with the diffusion of writing across the kingdom.46 
Moreover, the adoption of the Milesian alphabet as well as the adoption of Attic 
koine as the official dialect of the Macedonian kingdom, gradually supplanted the 
dialect that Macedonians must have been using before, both orally and literally.47 
Inscriptions dating to the period from the fourth century BC onwards have been 
discovered almost in all areas of the Macedonian kingdom -and later even in the 
Greek East, in centers of Macedonian colonization, such as Alexandria in Egypt- 
thanks to the dissemination of writing. Despite the fact that Macedonian texts are 
                                                          
43 Hatzopoulos,2000, 100. 
44 Hatzopoulos,2000, 103. 
45 Hatzopoulos,2000, 103 
46 A. Panayotou, “The position of the Macedonian dialect,” In: G.K. Giannakis, Crespo E., P. Filos. (eds), 
A history of Ancient Greek from the Beginnings to Late Antiquity, (Cambridge University Press 2010), 
433-443. 
47 Panayotou 2010, 436. 
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extremely limited, most of the proper names that have been found are of Greek 
origin.48  
Personal names are primarily attested throughout the epigraphic evidence 
from Macedonia and Epirus. In particular, personal names were usually inscribed on 
monuments, steles, reliefs or royal laws and decrees composed by kings and 
aristocrats.49 Our up-to-date, detailed onomastic catalogues from Macedonia and 
Epirus (primarily) contain proper names attested either for Macedonians and 
Epirotes from the earliest times down to the Roman conquest. Undoubtedly, the 
publication of LGPN IV and LGPN III.A has shed light in the research of the ethnic 
structure of ancient Macedonia and Epirus.  
The main goal of this chapter, and of this study in general, is to examine 
some aspects of onomastics in ancient Macedonia and Epirus, with an aim to analyze 
the linguistic affinities and divergences between these two neighboring regions and 
dialectally akin varieties. Due to obvious time- and space-related constraints I am 
going to focus on a particular sub-set of the two onomastic corpora, i.e. the 
epigraphically attested feminine compound names from both regions, which I will 
study in the form of a comparative case study. 
 In general, personal names display semantic and morphological features, 
which may often relate to features of the local dialect, while their use and popularity 
is often affected by contemporary trends as well as by historical, social, cultural and 
other factors. In what follows, I am going to attempt a semantic and morphological 
analysis of the major traits of the epigraphically attested feminine compound names 
from both regions. 
 
 
                                                          
48 Panayotou,2012, 607.  
49 Panayotou,2012, 607. 
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3. Semantic classification 
3.1 General 
Onomastics is a special branch of the lexicon that can be examined from 
various viewpoints, such as morphological typology, semantic categories, 
distribution in time and space, textual genres (literary sources, epigraphic material), 
etc. Linguists pay attention to various linguistic aspects, including phonology and 
contact linguistics, but also to extra-linguistic issues, such as politics, culture, 
religion, etc.50 By and large, though, personal names are usually classified into 
categories according to morphological and semantic criteria.51   
The primary role of personal names is to identify individuals and classify them 
according to their sex, character features, physical characteristics, ethnic origin, 
social status or family status. These names are given in different periods of time, in 
different regions from different people to different stages of life.52 From a 
morphological point of view, personal names can be classified into compound 
names, relating to the values, history and environment of a local society, and in 
theophoric names, which derive from god-names (e.g. Ἡρακλῆς, Θεόκριτος, 
Δημητρία).53 Secondly, onomastics can be classified into two more categories: 
shortened names which derived from compound names, i.e. names that have lost 
one of the two components, such as mythological and Homeric names (e.g. Ἓκτωρ, 
                                                          
50 A. Morpungo Davies, “Greek Personal Names and Linguistic Continuity”, In: S. Hornblower, E. 
Matthews, Greek personal names their values as evidence. Oxford University Press 2010, 15-40. 
51 Semantics is one of the major fields of linguistics analysis and may also be studied in relation to the 
other fields, e.g. morphology or syntax (the so-called ‘interfaces’). There are various theories and 
models of semantic analysis, traditional and modern alike, but there is hardly any space or point to 
refer to them here. Suffice it to say here, though, that despite the fact that the term “semantics” 
suggests in the first place the idea of meaning, some contemporary linguists, such as Jackendoff 
(2009) and Lieber (2006, 2009a), focusing on the semantics of complex words attempted to 
investigate this field from a different point of view. In more detail, they both attempted to classify 
complex words on the assumption that the meaning of the two constituents affects the meaning of 
the compound. Based on this theory, Lieber identified a “semantic skeleton” based on the syntactic 
functions of a particular word and a “semantic body” mainly based on the personal perception of the 
semantic function of a word. Another recent semantic approach is Onomasiology which is widespread 
in Central Europe and focuses “on the roles of the speaker and the hearer, and on the perception of 
language“. However, Onomasiology does not distinguish compounding from other morphological 
processes, while the only model that distinguishes the function of morphemes from other types is 
Grzega’s model (2009), e.g. loanwords. For more details, see Tribulato, 31. 
52 Morpurgo Davies, 20. 
53 Panayotou, 2012, 609. 
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Ἀχιλλεύς, Ἀρήτη), and non-compound names that usually refer to physical traits or 
character features (e.g. Κεβαλῖνος, Σύνεσις).  
3.2 Macedonia 
 
In the region of Macedonia there are at least 861 feminine personal names 
attested (vs. only 280 in Epirus), including feminine compound names, recorded 
throughout the centuries. However, in Epirus the study of personal names is a more 
arduous task due to the abundance of epigraphic evidence on the one hand, and the 
impact of bilingualism on the other (e.g. in Chaonia (N. Epirus) bordering on S. 
Illyria).54 
Panayotou (2012) attempted to classify the Macedonian personal names 
according to the above types, which mainly concern semantic fields.55 In what 
follows, I am going to attempt a classification of the feminine compound names from 
Macedonia according to major semantic categories, largely following the typology 
proposed by Panayotou (2012) about Macedonian personal names in general. 
Most compound names in Macedonian onomastics are semantically related 
to the theme of war. More specifically, most of the Macedonian compound 
onomastics contain Greek words, such as στρατός (army), νίκη (victory) and μάχη 
(battle) in one of the two components (e.g. Στρατονίκη, Νικόδικος, Άνδρομάχη.)56 It 
is really interesting to note here that the sphere of war does not pertain exclusively 
to masculine names since a good number  of feminine names, which had obviously 
been built on corresponding masculine ones, also relate semantically to war, 
soldiering and masculinity.  
In the area of Macedonia, the most popular feminine compound names of this 
category are Νικόπολις57 (Nikopolis) Στρατονίκη58 (Stratonike), Κλεονίκη59 (Kleonike) 
                                                          
54Filos,2018, 222. 
55 However, different languages or dialects as well as different cultures may overlap on different types 
of classification in relation to the equivalent features. 
56 Panayotou, 2012, 609. 
57 LGPN IV, 255. 
58 LGPN IV, 318. 
59 LGPN IV, 193. 
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and Βερενίκα/-η60 (Berenika/-e). The most popular name seems to be Nikopolis, 
derived from the noun νίκη (victory) and the noun πόλις (city) and mentioned 
twenty-three times in epigraphic evidence in various areas of Macedonia. 
The oldest attestation is from Orestis-Kyle in 236 BC, whereas the latest ones 
are dated to the second and third centuries AD (Beroia, Potidaia (Kassandreia), Lete, 
Thessaloniki, Odomantike - Sirrha, Sisani, Pelagonia).  
On the other hand, the name Berenike, which also contains the word victory 
(second component), is attested ten times in several cities of Macedonia, including 
Thessalonike (first century BC) and Dion (fourth and third centuries BC). Βερενίκα 
(Berenika), is confirmed once in Lete (325-300 BC), Βερνίκα (Bernika) in Aegae (iv/iii 
BC), while Βερονίκη (Beronike) is documented in Thessalonike in the second century 
AD and in Beroia during the third century AD.61 It is worth mentioning here that the 
fully Macedonian form of this name, Βερ(ε)νίκᾱ, was part of the Macedonian 
onomastic tradition and bears the foremost characteristic trait (shibboleth) of 
ancient Macedonian phonology, namely the presence of <Β > (= voiced stop /b / or 
voiced fricative /v/?) in lieu of southern Greek <Φ> (= voiceless aspirate stop /ph/). 
Note also the presence of long <A> in the ending instead of Attic-Ionic <H> (/ε:/).62  
Kleonike is another example of compound names with the word νίκη (nike -
victory) as its second component (with κλέος “fame, glory” as its first component). 
The name Kleonike is attested fourteen times in Macedonia. More specifically, 
Kleonike is found in Derriopos – Stuberra during the third century AD, in Elimeia -
Aiane in the second century AD, in Eordaia – Agios Demterios between the second 
and third centuries AD, in Thessalonike in ca. the third century AD, in the area of 
Paionia during the second and third centuries AD and in Pydna in the third century 
AD.  
Δαμονίκα63 (Damonika) is another feminine name that contains the word 
νίκη (victory) in its second component (with δᾶμος = Att.-Ion. δῆμος ‘people’ as its 
                                                          
60 LGPN IV, 68. 
61 Obviously, Βερονίκη (Beronike) corresponds to the Latin name, Veronica. 
62 Panayotou 2012, 607. 
63 LGPN IV, 86. 
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first component) and is attested in Thessaloniki between the second and third 
centuries AD. The name Damonika obviously derives from the masculine name 
Δαμόνικος64 (Damonikos), found in the area of Paionia between the second and third 
centuries AD as well, which confirms the relation between feminine and masculine 
names in ancient times. 
 Another important semantic sub-category concerns feminine compound 
names having the word μάχη (battle) as their second component. As a matter of fact, 
there is an interesting variety of feminine names of this semantic sub-type in 
Macedonia. For instance, the name Ἀνδρομάχα65 (Andromacha) is attested in 
Edonis-Amphipolis (third century BC), whereas the name Ἀλκιμάχη66 (Alkimache) is 
attested in Eordaia – Kelle in the second century AD.  
On the other hand, there are several feminine names that combine two 
different words from the same semantic field. For instance, Στρατονίκα67 (Stratonika) 
combines the noun army (στρατός) as the first component and the noun victory 
(νίκη) as the second. This name has been documented in the third century BC in 
Chalkidike, mainly in Potidaia-Kassandreia, and in the fourth century BC in Pydna, 
Pieria.68 Στρατονίκη69 (Stratonike), is the most popular name in this category since it 
is attested eighteen times in Macedonia. In particular, this name is found in Beroia 
(277 AD), Mieza (second and third centuries BC), Edonis – Philippoi (probably first 
century AD), Mygdonia, chiefly in Lete (ca. first and second centuries AD), Sarakina 
(second century AD), Thessalonike (AD 125), Odomantike – Sirrha (AD 62 or 178), in 
the area of Orestis, mainly in Battynaioi (192 BC), Paionia – Negotino (from the 
second century AD until the third century AD) and in Dion (AD 59). The constant use 
of the name Stratonike is possibly related to its historical background. Stratonike was 
Perdiccas’ II sister and was given in marriage to Seuthes, the Odrysian king of Thrace, 
                                                          
64 LGPN IV, 86. 
65 LGPN IV, 25. 
66 LGPN IV, 18. 
67 LGPN IV, 318. 
68 LGPN IV, 318. 
69 LGPN IV, 318. 
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in 429/428 BC. This marriage was an attempt by Perdiccas to negotiate the end of 
the Thracian invasions into Macedonia.70 
Νικομάχα71 (Nikomacha), which is attested in Stuberra (third century AD), as 
well as in Thessaloniki (second and third centuries AD), also combines the 
semantically quasi-related nouns νίκη (victory) and μάχη (battle) as its two 
components respectively. The ending -long <A> instead of Attic-Ionic <H> (/ε:/)- 
points to a “nativization” of the above names. According to Panayotou, in the same 
semantic sphere belong names derived from the noun ἀνήρ “man” and its derivative 
ἀνδρεία “manliness”, such as the name Ἀνδρονίκη72 (Andronike), which ιs 
documented in Thessalonike (second century AD).73  
In addition, there is a group of names semantically associated with war and 
similar concepts. The most outstanding name of this group, at least in historical 
terms, is the name Ἀλεξάνδρα74 (Alexandra).75 This name, which is already attested 
in a Mycenaean text from ca. 1300 BC (Pylos), was obviously coined on the basis of 
its corresponding masculine form Ἀλέξανδρος,76 the name of several kings of the 
Macedonian kingdom, including that of its greatest king ever, Alexander III the 
Great.77 The feminine form is attested in various areas of the Macedonian kingdom, 
including Bottiaia, Chalkidike, Mygdonia, Odomantike, Paionia, Pelagonia and Pieria. 
The popularity of the feminine name Ἀλεξάνδρα must apparently be linked to the 
emblematic presence and historical importance of its corresponding masculine name 
Ἀλέξανδρος78.  
Similarly, names related to “confrontation” were also part of the broader semantic 
sphere of war. In particular, names composed of the preposition ἀντί as their first 
                                                          
70 E. Donnelly Carney, Women and Monarchy in Macedonia, 2000, 20. 
71 LGPN IV, 254. 
72 LGPN IV, 25. 
73 Panayotou,2012, 611. 
74 LGPN IV, 13. 
75 Panayotou,2012, 611. 
76 The masculine name Ἀλέξανδρος was probably coined on the basis of the verbal morpheme ἀλέξ(-
ω) ‘to repeal, protect’ and the noun stem ἀνδρ- ‘man’. 
77 LGPN IV, 14. 
78 LGPN IV, 14. 
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element must belong, at least at times, to the category of confrontation.79 For 
example, Ἀντιγόνα80 (Antigona) is the most frequently encountered feminine 
compound in Macedonian onomastics and is found in Beroia, Pella, Anthemus, 
Potidaia, Amphipolis, Mavropigi, Europos, Thessalonike, Sirrha, Dion and Kolindros 
from the fourth century BC until the third century AD. Additionally, derivatives from 
the verb μένω either in the first component or the second, denoting stability and 
resistance are common in Macedonian onomastics.81  
Additionally, compound names with the verbal stem μέν-(ω), either as their first 
component or as their second, denoting ‘stability’ and ‘resistance’, are common in 
Macedonian onomastics.82 Μενεκρίτη83 (Menekrite) (third century BC), Παρμενέα84 
(Parmenea) (between second and first centuries BC) and Παρμένεια85 (Parmeneia) 
(third century BC) are some of the feminine compound names that have been 
confirmed in Dion, in Kozani and in Beroia respectively. Compounds with the verbal 
stem ἂρχ-(ω) “to be first, be a leader”, also related to the sphere of military, such as 
Ἀρχεβούλη (Archeboule) in Edonis-Amphipolis between the fourth and the third 
centuries BC or Ἀρχελαΐς (Archelais) (the date is not preserved) are among the few 
names found in Orestis-Poria, Ἀρχέπολις in Beroia (38 BC), Stuberra (AD 1) and 
Thessalonike (38 BC and between the first century BC and first century AD). The 
same holds true for compound names with the component τιμή “honour”, such as 
Τιμαρέτη86 (Timarete) (AD 33 or 133) and Τιμαρίστα87 (Timarista) (fifth century BC), 
documented in Odomantike-Sirrha and Chalkidike-Akanthos respectively.88 
Moreover, compound names relating to military field are names containing the noun 
ἳππος “horse, cavalry”, which inter alia points to the leading position of cavalry 
                                                          
79 Panayotou, 2012, 611. Note also, however, examples with the preposition ἀντί which have a 
different meaning: for instance, Ἀντιγόνα (Antigona), with ἀντί having the meaning ‘equivalent, 
tantamount’ here, which is the most frequently encountered feminine compound in Macedonian 
onomastics and is found in Beroia, Pella, Anthemus, Potidaia, Amphipolis, Mavropigi, Europos, 
Thessalonike, Sirrha, Dion and Kolindros from the fourth century BC until the third century AD. 
80 LGPN IV, 28. 
81 Panayotou,2012, 611. 
82 Panayotou,2012, 611. 
83 LGPN IV, 229. 
84 LGPN IV, 273. 
85 LGPN IV, 273 
86 LGPN IV, 331. 
87 LGPN IV, 331. 
88 Panayotou,2012, 611. 
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among both the Macedonian aristocracy and army.89 Six Macedonian feminine 
compound names belong into this category, of which the most reputable are 
Φιλίππα90 (Philippa) and Φιλίππη91 (Philippe) with the word ἳππος as a second 
component, whereas Ἱπποκλέα (Hippoklea)92 and Ἱππομάχα93 (Hippomacha) contain 
ἳπποs as their first component.  
Another group of compound names relates to the stem of the verb ἡγέομαι 
(ἡγοῦμαι) denoting the characteristics of “guidance, leadership”.94 Ἡγησάνδρα95 
(Hegesandra), for instance, is a feminine name documented in Aiane between the 
second and first centuries AD, but also in Thessalonike in the second century AD. In 
the same way, some feminine names derive from the verb λύω “weaken”, such as 
Λυσάνδρα96 (Lysandra) and Λυσιστράτη97 (Lysistrate), attested in Macedonia during 
the fourth century BC.98 The most popular name of this category seems to be 
Λυσιμάχη99 (Lysimache) documented eight times in the area of Bottiaia, Mygdonia 
and Pelagonia, mainly around the second century AD. The names of the type: 
Κρατησίπολις (Kratesipolis),100 Προκράτεια101 (Prokrateia), and Φιλοκράτεια102 
(Philokrateia) are semantically associated with the form κράτος “strength, power, 
authority”.103 The above personal names are attested in several areas of Macedonia. 
In particular, Προκρατεία is found in Paionia, in the area of Neapolis (AD 83), 
whereas Φιλοκράτεια is found in Sintike – Parthikopolis in AD 210.  
Another set of compound names are those that include the adjective ἄριστος 
“(most) noble, virtuous” and the noun κλέος (kleos) “fame, glory” as their first or 
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90 LGPN IV, 344. 
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92 LGPN IV, 176. 
93 LGPN IV, 176. 
94 Panayotou,2012, 611. 
95 LGPN IV, 149. 
96 LGPN IV, 214. 
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98 Panayotou,2012, 611. 
99 LGPN IV, 215. 
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second element.104 In this set belong eighteen feminine compound names from 
Macedonia. Κλεοπάτρα105 (Cleopatra), also related to kleos, seems to be a really 
popular name in Macedonia, since it is attested fifty four times. In all likelihood, 
Cleopatra was the wife of both Perdiccas II and his stepson Archelaus. Aristotle (Pol. 
1311b15) also refers to a woman named Cleopatra as Archelaus’ wife, while on the 
other hand, modern scholars argue that Cleopatra was a common name in 
Macedonia for women. However, the name could be definitely associated with 
Argeads and the royal family, but the evidence indicates that it was not particularly 
common, at least in early Macedonia, including the fifth century BC.106 Specifically, 
the oldest attestation is dated to a time between the third and second centuries BC 
in Pella and Anthemous, and in Edessa in third century BC. Cleopatra is attested in 
Potidaia (second century BC), Kalindoia (between the second and the first centuries 
BC), Mieza (first century BC), Amphipolis (37 BC and first century AD), Beroia (AD 
177), Blaganoi (AD 189), Philippoi and Thessaloniki (during the first and second 
centuries AD), Kozani (second century AD), Eordaia – Agios Christoforos (third 
century AD), and finally, in the area of Apollonia (from the third century AD until the 
fourth century AD). As the above chronological evidence indicates, the name 
Cleopatra was mostly widespread from the second century BC onwards. Therefore, 
the influence of the name is probably associated with Cleopatra, the daughter of 
Philip II and sister of Alexander the Great. Cleopatra was a popular historical name, 
especially in the period of the Successors.107 
On the other hand, Ἀριστοβούλη108 (Aristoboule) is a feminine compound name 
encountered in Bottiaia, Chalkidike as well as in Lower Paionia and (mainly) in 
Europos (from the fifth century BC down to the second century BC) and is related to 
ἄριστος (“(most) noble, virtuous”).109 Last but not least, Ἀριστοκλέα110 (Aristoklea) 
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and Ἀριστόκλεια111 (Aristokleia) combine both ἂριστος and κλέος. These names are 
attested in Dion (213 BC) and in the area of Chalkidike and Pieris respectively. 
According to Panayotou (2012, 611) the adjective ἀγαθός “noble by birth or fortune” 
belongs to the same semantic field: Ἀγαθοκλέα112 (Agathoklea) is recorded four 
times in Aiane, Charakoma?113 and Dion while Ἀγαθόκλεια114 is only recorded in 
Elimeia (third century AD).115 
A different semantic field is represented by compounds formed be means of the 
noun ξενία “hospitality” as well as of the verbal stem φιλο/φιλε- (cf. verb φιλέω (-ῶ) 
‘to have respect for somebody, love’).116 Five compound names with the word ξενία 
are confirmed in Macedonia. For instance, Ξεναρίστη117 (Xenariste), attested in Pella 
(fifth and fourth centuries BC), Dion (first and second centuries AD) and Pydna 
(fourth century BC).118 Also, Πολυξένα119 (Polyxena) and Πολυξένη120 (Polyxene) are 
found in Olynthos (between 500 and 480 BC) and Potidaia (second century BC) 
respectively. In Macedonia eleven names iclude the stem φιλ- as their first 
component.121 Φιλίππα122 (Philippa) is one of the most common names of this 
semantic field, attested nine times in many areas across Macedonia, such as Bottiaia, 
Eordaia, Lynkestis, Chalkidike, Mygdonia and Pieria, mainly in the centuries AD. On 
the other hand, Φιλοξένα/Φιλοξένη123 (Philoxena/Philoxene) is a compound name 
that combines both stems (ξενία and the form φιλο/φιλε-), and is documented in 
Beroia (second century BC) and Pella (fourth century BC). 
On top of that, Macedonia possesses a variety of compound names with the 
adjective σῶ(ο)ς “safe”.124 For example, Σωστράτα125 (Sostrata) is attested in Sochos 
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(AD 189 or AD 306). Secondly, Σωσιπάτρα126 (Sosipatra) is documented in Beroia (AD 
105 and AD 238), Stuberra (second or third century AD), Thessaloniki (from the first 
century AD until the third century AD) and in Antigoneia (second and third centuries 
AD).  
The category with the largest number of feminine names in Macedonia is the one 
containing forms with the adjective ἁδύς “sweet” (in terms of personality and 
appearance).127 Ἁδεῖα/ Ἁδέα and Ἁδίστα are some of the most popular non-
compound names in Macedonia. Ἁδεῖα is mostly documented in Bottiaia and mainly 
in Edessa (second century BC) but also in Amphipolis during the fifth and fourth 
centuries BC.128 However, despite the popularity of this particular category in 
feminine onomastics, there have not been any attested feminine compound names 
in the region of Macedonia. 
One of the most widespread as well as oldest categories in Macedonia is that of 
theophoric names: Δημητρία, Εἰρήνη, Εὔκλεια, Θεοκρίτα, Θεοτίμα, Θετίμα and 
Θεοφίλα. To begin with, Δημητρία, Εἰρήνη and Εὔκλεια are names of deities 
whereas Θεοκρίτα, Θεοτίμα, Θετίμα and Θεοφίλα are compounds containing θεο- < 
θεός “god”, as their first element.129 Εὔκλεια130 (Eukleia) is found in Edessa, 
Herakleia, Thessaloniki and Dion from the first to the fourth centuries AD.131 
Additionally, Θεοκρίτα132 (Theokrita) is found in Pieria (second century BC), whereas 
Θεοφίλα133 (Theophila) is attested in Beroia from the second to third centuries BC 
and in Thessaloniki in the third century BC. Moreover, Θεοτίμα134 (Theotima) and 
Θετίμα135 (Thetima) are attested in Thessaloniki (AD 155) and are in fact very 
popular Macedonian names (cf. also the presence of Θετίμα in the Pella curse tablet, 
dating to the first half of the fourth century BC). This semantic category contains 
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more than twenty feminine compound onomastics. One of the most popular is 
Θεοδότη136 (Theodote), which is documented sixteen times in Bottiaia, Chalkidike, 
Edonis, Mygdonia and Pieria from 232 (or 207) BC down to the fifth century AD. 
Another major category of Macedonian feminine onomastics is the one comprising 
names deriving from Homeric poems as well as from mythology.137 For instance, 
Ἀθήνη (Athene), Ἀρήτη (Arete) and Προθόη (Prothoe) denote the extensive 
popularity of mythological names as well as the widespread knowledge of heroic 
poetry in the Macedonian kingdom. In the fourth century BC Ἀθήνη and Ἀρήτη are 
found in places like Pella, while Προθόη is found in a text from the seventh century 
BC.138 As far as the mythological compound names are concerned, Παρθενόπη139 
(Parthenope), mainly attested in Beroia (first and second centuries AD) and Pydna 
(AD 250), is one of the few feminine compound onomastics in this semantic field. 
Mythological names present special features in terms of formation and are more 
complicated to analyze.140  
In addition, there is another semantic field relating to character traits.141 The most 
well documented personal names are Εὐβούλα/-η142 (Euboula) and Εὐγένεια143 
(Eugeneia). The former is attested as Εὐβούλα in Pella, Anthemus and Pydna from 
the first century BC down to the first centuries AD, and as Εὐβούλη144 in Beroia, 
Olynthos and Thessalonike from the fourth century BC until AD 234; The latter, 
Εὐγένεια145 (Eugeneia), is attested in Pella, Amphipolis, Mandres, Charakoma and 
Thessalonike from the fourth century BC until the third century AD. 
Last but not least, Macedonia presents a large variety of feminine personal names 
relating to flora and fauna.146 However, there are very few feminine compound 
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names in Macedonia that may be connected to plants. A rare example is Οἰάνθη147 
which is recorded three times in Lower Paionia in the area of Europos, probably 
during the second century AD. 
3.3 Epirus 
 
The study of personal names from Epirus has generally been a more difficult and 
time-consuming scholarly enterprise, both due to the richness and variety of the 
epigraphic evidence (cf. e.g. the oracular lamellae from Dodona, the various corpora 
of texts from modern-day S. Albania) on the one hand, and the impact of 
bilingualism on the other. Moreover, one should also take into account that the 
most areas in Western Greece lacked early written documentation until the Classical 
period.148 
I will attempt below a brief semantic analysis of the feminine compound names 
attested in epigraphic texts from the area of ancient Epirus, with an additional aim to 
highlight their semantic affinities with and divergences from corresponding feminine 
compound forms in neighboring Macedonian.  
As mentioned above in the case of Macedonian, many compound names are 
semantically related to the sphere of war. Epirus seems to have had too a great 
variety of compound personal names which contained forms (morphemes) of the 
words νίκη “victory”, στρατός “military” and μάχη “battle” as one of their two 
components. 
In the first place, we find thirteen feminine compound names containing the word 
νίκη “victory”. The most well documented name of this class is Ἐχενίκα149 (Echenika), 
obviously composed by means of the verbal stem ἒχ-(ω) and the noun νίκη. This 
name is recorded five times: three times in Bouthrotos (tribe of Prasaiboi) (163 BC), 
once in Cassope (second century BC) and also once in the region of Molossia 
(unknown date).  
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Other examples of this semantic subset are: Βερενίκη (Berenike), Φερενίκη 
(Pherenike), Θεονίκα (Theonika), Λανίκα (Lanika), Μεγανίκα (Meganika), Νικάνδρα 
(Nikandra), Νικαρέτα (Nikareta), Νικαρίστα (Nikarista), Νικοδίκα (Nikodika) and 
Νικόπολις (Nikopolis). Most of these names are attested in texts dating to 163 BC, 
mainly in the area of Bouthrotos, (tribe of Prasaiboi). Thus, we can infer that during 
this specific period feminine names with the noun νίκη/-α as the first or second 
component were rather popular in Epirus.  
In addition, five compound names contain the word μάχη: Ἀνδρομάχα150 
(Andromacha) dating back to the fourth century BC, and also Ἀντιομάχα 
(Antiomacha), Ἀριστομάχα151 (Aristomacha), Δεινομάχα152 (Deinomacha), 
Λυσιμάχα153 (Lysimacha) and Νικομάχα154 (Nikomacha), all of them from the late 
Hellenistic period (ca. 163 BC), primarily in Bouthrotos. Compound names with the 
word στρατός “military” as one of their two components are even fewer. 
Σωστράτα155 (Sostrata) is the most popular feminine personal name in the field of 
military, recorded twice in Bouthrotos and once in Ambrakia (163 BC). 
Associated with the field of war are also the personal compound names that contain 
the noun κράτος (“strength, power, authority”) as one of their two compound 
elements: Ἀριστοκράτεια156 (Aristokrateia) in Cassope (second century BC), 
Νικοκράτεια157 (Nikokrateia) in Dodona (fourth - third centuries BC) and Σωκράτις158 
(Sokratis) in the area of Bouchetion (third century BC) are some of the names that 
belong in this class.  
One major category of compound names in Epirus includes personal names with the 
noun κλέος (“glory, fame”). Κλεογένα159 (Kleogena), Κλεοπάτρα160 (Kleopatra) and 
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Κλευπάτρα (Kleupatra) have the word κλέος as first element, whereas Ἀγαθοκλέα161 
(Agathoklea), Ἀνδροκλέα162 (Androklea), Πατροκλέα163 (Patroklea), Πατρόκλεια164 
(Patrokleia), Πολύκλεια165 (Polukleia) and Φιλοκλέα166 (Philoklea) as a second. The 
majority of the names in this semantic field are dated to 163 BC in Bouthrotos (tribe 
of Prasaiboi), while a minority may be found in Nikopolis. The most popular name is 
Κλεοπάτρα which is documented ten times in the area of Bouthrotos (tribe of 
Prasaiboi) (163 BC) and once in Nikopolis (the date is not attested). In a similar set to 
that of the adjectives ἀγαθός or ἂριστος (“virtuous”) belong six feminine names (at 
least) in the region of Epirus. Most of them are dated between the seventh century 
BC and the first century AD. Specifically, Ἀριστονόα167 (Aristonoa) meaning “to think 
with virtue” is the latest, dated to the first century AD, whereas Ἀριστοβούλα168 
(Aristoboula), is the oldest, dated between the seventh and (probably) the fourth 
centuries BC. Last but not least, to the same semantic area belong feminine names 
related to the male noun ἀνήρ (gen. ἀνδρός, “man”). Ἀνδροκλέα169 (Androklea) has 
been reported in Bouthrotos (tribe of Prasaiboi) in 163 BC, Ἀνδρομάχα170 
(Andromacha) in the region of Epirus during the fourth century BC, whereas 
Νικάνδρα171 (Nikandra) is encountered in Dodona but is of unknown date. These 
names are related to the notion of ‘war’ in a broader sense since the derivatives of 
the word ἀνήρ are associated to “bravery”, “courage” and “manliness”.  
In the same manner, a group of names semantically associated with the sphere of 
war, are those that contain the word ἀλκή, meaning “power, strength” as mentioned 
above. Unlike Macedonia, which had a wide collection of compound names 
reflecting this notion, epigraphic texts from Epirus offer only a few examples. 
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Ἀλεξίππα172 (Alexippa) and Ἀλκινόα173 (Alkinoa) are some of those documented 
twice during the second century BC, in Ambracia and Avarice respectively.  
Personal names with the preposition ἀντί denoting sometimes “substitution”, 
“equivalence” are also present. For instance, Ἀντιγόνα174 (Antigona) is reported once 
in epigraphic texts from the area of Ambracia in the second century BC, twice (or 
three times perhaps) in Bouthrotos (tribe of Prasaiboi) in 163 BC and four times in 
Molossia (unsafe date). Moreover, Ἀντιπάτρα175 (Antipatra) is attested seven times 
in the area of Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) in 163 BC.  
The feminine compound names of the type Μενεστράτα176 (Menestrata) declaring 
“resistance” and “stability” by virtue of the verbal stem μέν-(ω), in first or second 
position, eventually became extinct from Epirote onomastics. In particular, 
Μενεστράτα, which contains both μένω and στρατός (“military”) is found only once 
in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) on 163 BC, while the name Προμένεια177 (Promeneia) is 
documented in Dodona in a text from the fifth century BC.178  
Concerning the semantic field with the noun ξενία “hospitality” as well as the verb 
φιλέω (-ῶ) “to have respect for somebody, to love”, Epirus seems to have had a 
great variety of feminine compound names. For instance, Δαμοξένα179 (Damoxena) 
which includes the noun ξενία in its second component is encountered three times 
in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) in 163 BC and once in Molossia during the third and second 
centuries BC. Contrariwise, Ξεναρέτα180 (Xenareta) and Ξενοτίμα181 (Xenotima) 
include the word ξενία as a first element. Additionally, despite the fact that a great 
amount of feminine onomastics derived from the verb φιλέω (-ῶ) in Epirus, only a 
few of them are compounds: Φερενίκα182 (Pherenika) is documented four times in 
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Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) and in Drymioi, whilst Φιλοκλέα183 (Philoklea) and 
Φιλοπάτρα184 (Philopatra) are both attested in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) in 164 BC.  
In another category, with theophoric personal names or names that contain the 
form θεο- < θεός “god” as a first element, we find only a few feminine compound 
names. In particular, Ἀφροδισία(?)185from the third century BC, Εὒκλεια186 (Eukleia) 
in Kephalos also from the third century BC, Θεοδότα187 (Theodota) recorded in 
Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) from 163 BC, while Θεονίκα188 (Theonika) is encountered 
once in Photike (the date is not preserved). Moreover, several feminine compounds 
of Epirus derive from heroines of the Homeric poems as well as from female figures 
of Greek mythology. For instance, Ἀστερόπα189 (Asteropa) is found in Athamanes in 
175 BC, Εὐριδίκα190 (Euridica) and Εὐτέρπη191 (Euterpe) in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) in 
texts dating to 163 BC and the second century AD respectively; Καλλιρρόη192 
(Kallirrhoe) in Nikopolis, even though without a chronological reference. Finally, 
Εὐβούλα193 (Euboula) is recorded in Ambracia during the fourth century BC and 
Εὐφροσύνα194 (Euphrosuna) is documented in Nikopolis. 
3.4 Preliminary conclusions  
 
Taking the above evidence into consideration, it becomes clear that the 
female compound names from Epirus are much fewer, as individual forms, than 
those from Macedonia. Therefore, it is natural that some semantic fields, such as 
those associated with the verbs ἡγοῦμαι (“leading”) and ἂρχω (“to be first”), the 
adjective ἁδύς (sweet) or even with flora and fauna do not show real 
correspondences to the feminine compound personal names of Epirus. However, it 
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would be really interesting to examine the affinities and divergences of both dialects 
and refer to some indicative figures from a chronological (and geographical) point of 
view.  
Despite the political, social or economic reasons that lie below the late 
appearance of writing both in Macedonia and Epirus, the epigraphic evidence 
indicates that the first recorded feminine compound names are dated approximately 
to the seventh century BC. In particular, one of the oldest feminine compound 
personal names attested in Macedonia is dated between the seventh and sixth 
centuries BC: Νικονόα (Nikonoa) is at first documented in the region of Macedonia 
proper throughout the seventh and sixth centuries BC and in the area of Edonis in 
Amphipolis a few centuries later (third century BC). In addition, regarding the region 
of Epirus, one of the oldest feminine compounds is Ἀριστοβούλα (Aristoboula), 
which is dated to a time between the seventh and fourth centuries BC, in the region 
of Molossia. It is noteworthy that both names belong to the same semantic field, i.e. 
the sphere of war. Nikonoa is related to the noun νίκη whereas Aristoboula to the 
adjective ἂριστος, two concepts of paramount importance for the social and cultural 
ideology and ethics of archaic Greece. On the other hand, some other early personal 
compound names from Macedonia may also be dated to a time between the fifth 
and sixth centuries AD. In particular, Εὐδοκία (Eudokia) is documented in the sixth 
century AD in the territory of Parthikopolis, area of Sintike. Additional examples are 
the name Ἀγαθόκλεια, Ἀλεξάνδρα, Ἀριστοτίμα, Ἐπιφάνεια and Παραμόνα, all dated 
between the fifth and sixth centuries AD. On the other hand, Εὐτέρπη (Euterpe) is 
dated in the second century AD, making it one of the latest compound personal 
names in the region of Epirus. In general, it is of great importance to mention here 
that the majority of feminine compound names in Epirus are dated to the centuries 
BC, whilst Macedonia presents a great amount of feminine names belonging to the 
centuries AD. 
Secondly, it is worth noting the areas in both Macedonia and Epirus in which 
most feminine names occur throughout the centuries. In Macedonia, most of the 
feminine names are found in Mygdonia and Bottiaia. In particular, Thessalonike and 
Beroia are the cities with the majority of attested Macedonian feminine compound 
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onomastics. A great variety of names were also found in the area of Chalkidike 
mainly in Torone, Potidaia, Anthemus and Mende, in Pieria in popular cities, such as 
Dion and Pydna and finally, in Edonis specifically in Philippoi and Amphipolis. A 
minority of names are found in Elimeia, Orestis, Odomantike, Pelagonia, Derriopos 
and Paionia. 
Concerning the region of Epirus, a great number of feminine names are 
located in Bouthrotos (Praisaiboi) dating to 163 BC. Other sites with a significant 
presence of feminine onomastics are Nikopolis, Ambracia and Molossia, including 
Dodona, while Phoinike and Cassope present a shorter number of feminine 
compounds. Finally, texts from the southern Greek colonies on the Epirote coastline 
contain very few feminine compound names. 
Another point worth noting is the popularity of the feminine compound 
names in both regions. To begin with, in Macedonia, the most popular personal 
name among feminine compounds is Κλεοπάτρα (Kleopatra). Having been attested 
fifty-five times the feminine compound that derives from the noun κλέος seems to 
have had the greatest impact in Macedonia throughout centuries. Κλεοπάτρα at first 
appeared in Macedonia during the seventh century BC, while the latest attestation 
comes from the fourth century AD, in the area of Apollonia. However, Κλεοπάτρα 
was ubiquitous in the most significant cities of Macedonia such as Thessalonike, 
Beroia, Mieza, Pella, Amphipolis, Philippoi and Chalkidike. In the same way, the 
epigraphic evidence points that Κλεοπάτρα was one of the most popular names in 
the region of Epirus as well, along with Παμφίλα (Pamphila). Both names are 
recorded seventeen times in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) and Nikopolis (163 BC) and in 
Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) and Phoinike (163 BC and third/second century BC) 
correspondingly.  
Regarding the semantic fields, most feminine compound names in 
Macedonia are semantically related to the sphere of war. So do the feminine 
compounds in Epirus. In particular, the majority of Macedonian feminine compound 
onomastics have as first or second element the word νίκη, whereas most of the 
feminine compounds in Epirus contain the word κλέος as one of the two 
components. Finally, of great importance is the fact that some of the Epirote 
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feminine compounds do not correspond to the semantic fields of Macedonian 
compound onomastics (cf. Panayotou 2012) For instance, Epirus lacks feminine 
compounds built partly on the stem of the verbs ἡγοῦμαι and ἂρχω as well as from 
derivatives to the adjectives ἁδύς (“sweet”) and σῶς (“safe”), the nouns ξενία 
(“hospitality”), ἀνήρ (man) and the field of flora and fauna. 
 
4. Morphological analysis 
4.1 General 
 
 The Greek naming system is one of the most fascinating fields of the Greek 
language. Its linguistic wealth is not only obvious in semantic terms (cf. above) but 
also from a morphological point of view. Hence, after the semantic analysis of the 
feminine compound names from Macedonia and Epirus attempted above, we will 
now move on to examine basic morphological characteristics of these names, with 
an aim to detect possible similarities and differences in this respect too. 
An introduction to the basic tenets of morphology, but also of the various 
morphological theories pertaining to compounding, is outside the scope of this 
study.195 On the other hand, it is obviously significant to examine briefly the 
compound categories of Ancient Greek in general, in order to interpret properly 
those of the feminine compound onomastics from Macedonia and Epirus as well.196  
On the whole, compounds can be classified into several major categories: 
possessive compounds, verbal-governing compounds, preposition-governing 
compounds and determinative compounds.197 
                                                          
195 In the Western linguistic tradition called the ‘lexicalist hypothesis’, scholars tend to classify the 
grammar in two components. The one is related to the combination of forms and meaning that create 
a sentence and the other has to do with the form and meaning in terms of word structure. Cf. M. 
Weiss, ‘Morphology and Word Formation’ in: E. J. Bakker (ed.) (2010), A Companion to the Ancient 
Greek Language, Oxford 2010, 104. 
196 O. Tribulato, Ancient Greek Verb-Initial Compounds: their Diachronic Development within the Greek 
Compound System, Berlin 2015, 64. 
197 P. Filos,’Greek Papyri and Greco-Latin Hybrid Compounds’, In: T.V. Evans T.V., D.D. Obbink, The 
language of Papyri, Oxford University Press 2010, 221-252. 
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On the other hand, subordinated compounds are another class in which the 
forms do not lie on the same syntactic level. Subordinated compounds are separated 
into two categories depending either on their endocentric or exocentric character as 
well. The first type includes determinative and most verbal compounds attested in 
European languages, whereas the second possessive compounds, also known as 
bahuvrihi, (a term that derives from the Sanskrit grammar and related to possession) 
compounds with a verbal first part (V1), and finally, prepositional compounds.   
Determinative compounds consist of two basic categories: those with a 
substantival head and those with an adjectival head: the former is the most common 
in the ancient Greek language and was in fact more widespread in the Archaic and 
Classical periods than the latter, which is mostly found in early Greek poems. 
However, determinative adjectival compounds also emerged during the Classical and 
Hellenistic times.198 According to the type of thes modifier, namely of the (other) 
compound component that modifies the head, the substantival head can be 
modified by a noun, adjective, prefix or preposition (e.g. ἀκρόπολις “high 
city”),whereas the adjectival head can be modified by a preposition, a prefix or a 
noun (e.g. ἀμφίλαλος “speaking both languages”).199 Another category of 
determinative compounds that was quite widespread, especially in Hellenistic and 
Roman period due to administrative reasons, is that in which the head is modified by 
a preposition or an adverb (e.g. ἐπίδοξος “glorious”). Furthermore, adjectives with a 
numeral as the first component form a sub-category of determinative compounds 
(e.g. τριπόδιος “with three legs”).200 
Determinative compounds used to be classified according to the position of 
the head and the position of the determiner. Right-headed languages display a 
structure in which the determiner occurs on the left of the head, while in left-headed 
languages the determiner is placed on the right. However, this subdivision is 
nowadays rather less popular and many scholars focus on the description of the 
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components on the one hand, and the characterization of the head either as 
substantival or as adjectival, on the other.201 
In possessive compounds a noun, an adjective, a preposition or a suffix may 
modifies a substantival head (e.g. ἀκλεής “without good fame”), but the compound 
as a whole modifies another word (exocentric compounds).202 Possessive 
compounds are a problematic category to interpret, however, it is highly prevalent in 
onomastics since the Mycenaean and Homeric periods.203 
The class of preposition-governing compounds includes words that contain a 
preposition in the first component. Literary and epigraphic evidence indicates that 
this type of compounding was mainly used in Classical Attic, where forms such as 
ξυνγραμματεύς (συν/ξυν + γραμματεύς) “joint-secretary” were developed.204 Over 
time, this type became more productive, including compound names. On the other 
hand, prepositions influence both the morphological and the semantic character of 
the name. Significantly, a great variety of words seem to have had a different 
semantic meaning in earlier periods. Progressively, that changed and the same 
words acquired a different meaning, and hence, they were classified into different 
categories: ὑφηνίοχος used to mean “someone who is under the charioteer in rank” 
however, that changed throughout time to “someone who is an inferior 
charioteer”.205  
Another major category is that of the so-called coordinated compounds, also 
known as dvandvas (a Classical Sanskrit terms), pertaining to compound forms 
whose components lie on the same syntactic level, e.g. ἀνδρόγυνος ‘male-and-
female’).206  
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4.2. Feminine compound name types in Macedonia – Epirus 
4.2.1 Compound types 
 
Macedonian onomastics is characterized by a good number of different 
morphological types of feminine compound names. One of the most common types 
in Macedonia is that of feminine preposition-governing compound names. Thirty 
personal names have a preposition as their first member: Ἀμφίπολις, Ἀνάληψις, 
Ἀντιγόνα, Ἐντρόπη, Ἐπίγονη, Παρασκευή and Προκόπη. The most commonly used 
prepositions in Macedonia are ἀμφί, ἀνά, ἒν, ἐπί, παρά and πρό, while it is also 
worth mentioning that most of these names in epigraphic texts contain the 
proposition ἐπί. 
In terms of popularity, the most common name in this category is Ἀντιγόνα 
and has been recorded twenty-eight times, almost everywhere in Macedonia from 
the fourth century BC down to the third century AD. Contrariwise, Epirus does not 
present such a wide variety of preposition-governing feminine compound names 
since epigraphic evidence has recorded less than ten. Among the few attested forms 
with the prepositions ἀντί, ἐπί and πρό, the most predominant forms are those with 
the preposition ἀντί, even though one of the most famous names is Ἐπίκτησις, which 
has been recorded nine times in Nikopolis (unknown date). Last but not least, the 
oldest preposition-governing compound names in Macedonia, attested from the 
fourth century BC, contain the preposition ἀντί, whereas names with the preposition 
ἐπί are later, mostly attested between the first and sixth centuries AD. In particular, 
the latest name in this category is Ἐπιφάνεια (Epiphaneia), a name with clearly 
Christian connotations, recorded in Thessalonike between the fifth and sixth 
centuries AD. 
On the other hand, most of the Epirote preposition-governing compound 
names are dated to the centuries BC, while the earliest are dated to around 163 BC. 
Προμενεία (Promeneia) is the oldest example, dating back to the fifth century BC, 
from the area of Dodona. Concerning the chronological affinities between 
Macedonia and Epirus, a few names are attested from the same period indicating 
the spread of their popularity across different regions in later periods. For instance, 
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Ἀντιγόνα is confirmed simultaneously for Ambrakia, Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) and 
Molossia as well as for Beroia, Amphipolis and Thessalonike in the second century 
BC, indicating either the spread of that name across different areas and/or a possible 
relation between these locations.  
Additionally, despite the absence of safe chronological data for the names 
Ἐπιγόνη and Ἐπίκτησις in Epirus, which makes it impossible to compare them with 
those in Macedonia, it is worth comparing the attestations at least. Ἐπίκτησις is 
detected nine times in Nikopolis, whilst it is found four times in Thessalonike, Stoboi 
and Keramiai. Also, Ἐπιγόνη is documented four times in Nikopolis and fourteen 
times in the area of Macedonia. Those figures suggest the popularity of those names 
in both Epirus and Macedonia.  
In a similar morphological field belong the names that instead of a 
preposition have in their first component an adverb such as πρόσ-, ἒξω- etc. 
Specifically, in Macedonia there is a variety of names having an adverb as their first 
element. Προσδόχη (Prosdoche) and Πρόσδεξις (Prosdexis) are derivatives deriving 
from the preposition/adverb πρός “towards” and the verb δέχομαι “accept”. Both 
names are attested in late times, i.e. between the second and third centuries AD: 
Προσδόχη in Edessa and Πρόσδεξις in Thessalonike and Dion. However, the most 
commonly used adverb in feminine compound names in Macedonia seems to be εὖ 
“well” since it is confirmed thirty names. The adverb εὖ may determine a variety of 
nouns, such as βουλή “will, opinion, decision, aim” (Εὐβούλη, Εὐβούλα), γένος 
“gender, origin” (Εὐγένεια, Εὐγένις), κλέος “good reputation” (Εὒκλεια), χάρις 
“charm” (Εὐχάρις, Εὒχαρις), τύχη “luck” (Εὐτύχα, Εὐτυχᾶς, Εὐτυχία, Εὐτυχιανή) etc. 
 It is evident that compound names with εὖ followed by the noun τύχη are 
the most popular of this kind. Seven names include as their second component the 
feminine noun τύχη, while Εὐτυχία has been attested twenty-three times, mainly 
from the first century AD onwards, in the most developed urban centers of 
Macedonia, such as Beroia, Amphipolis, Dion, Chalkidike and especially Philippoi. In 
the same way, Εὐτυχιανίς is also a good example of this field, as it is confirmed 
thirteen times in numerous areas of Macedonia, such as Edessa, Mieza, Beroia, 
Thessalonike, Almopia, Amphipolis and Kozani from 223 BC until the third century 
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AD. As far as chronology and geography are concerned, the earliest examples with 
an adverb as their first component are Εὒμητις (Eumetis) and Εὐγένεια (Eugeneia) 
dated between the fifth and fourth centuries BC, while the latest one is Εὐσέβεια 
(Euseveia) dated between the fifth and sixth centuries AD. In fact, the area with the 
largest number of feminine names of this type is Thessalonike.  
In Epirus, eighty -two compound names have been recorded in LGPN IIIA, 
from which almost ten are compounded with εὖ. Most of the names attested in 
Epirus have similarities with those found in Macedonia in terms of morphological 
qualities and chronology. For instance, Εὐβούλα, documented in the area of 
Ambrakia during the fifth century BC coincides chronologically with attestations of 
the same name in Pydna, which may indicate a wider presence of this particular 
name in the two neighboring regions. In the same way, in the area of Macedonia the 
name Εὒκλεια was quite popular (attested six times), probably because of the 
sanctuary of Εὒκλεια in Aegae. Hence, it is mostly attested after the first century AD 
except for one attestation in Dion dating to fourth century BC. Besides, Εὒκλεια is 
attested five times in Kephalos around the same period indicating the presence of 
this deity in Epirus as well. Moreover, despite the common use of Εὐτυχία and its 
variants in Macedonia, Epirus seems to confirm only the form Εὐτυχίς, while Εὒκλεια 
is the most dominating compound of this kind. Last but not least, although adverb 
feminine compound names are more widespread in Macedonia during the centuries 
AD, in Epirus they seem to be on a peak mainly between the fourth and second 
centuries BC. The latest documentation is detected in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) in the 
second century BC (once).  
As mentioned above, determinative compounds are by far the largest 
category among the Greek compounds and are subdivided into two sub-types: 
substantival and adjectival compounds. In substantival compounds the head can be 
modified by a noun, adjective, preposition and prefix, whereas the head of an 
adjectival compound is usually modified by a noun, preposition or a prefix. 
Macedonia contains almost 160 determinative feminine compound names and most 
of them are substantival. In Epirus, on the other hand, there are recorded 
approximately fifty.  
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In determinative compound names, the first member may often determine 
the second: Ἀγαθημερίς derives from the adjective ἀγαθός “good” and the noun 
ἡμέρα “day”, i.e. the adjective determines the noun (the head). In this example the 
head is modified by an adjective, as is mostly the case with Macedonian compound 
onomastics. Contrariwise, in the name Νικαρέτη, which derives from the words νίκη 
“victory” and ἀρετή “virtue”, meaning “virtuous win”, the noun of the first 
component determines the noun of the second. (of course one may argue with 
reason here that this could alternatively be deemed a verbal compound).  
Regarding the adjectival compound forms, Macedonia provides a more 
concise list of feminine names. In particular, most of the feminine compound names 
with the word φίλος in the first component belong in this category concerning 
Macedonia. For instance, Φιλοξένη derives from the adjective φίλος “friend” and the 
adjective ξένος, -η, -ον as well as Ἀντιφίλα, preposition ἀντί + adjective φίλος, -η, -
ον. However, the word φίλος derives from the verb φιλέ, -ῶ “love”, and therefore, 
this type of names with φίλος (in the first or second member) could be also classified 
within the verbal compound type. 
 Another example of determinative adjectival compound feminine names in 
Macedonia is Σωσαρίστη (Sosariste) deriving from the abbreviated adjective σῶ(o)ς 
“whole, healthy, safe” and ἀρίστη, the superlative form of the adjective ἀγαθός (at a 
later time since they are etymologically unrelated). Concerning the determinative 
compound names of Epirus, it seems that substantival compounds are far more 
common than the adjectival ones. Epirote adjectival compounds are quite similar to 
those of Macedonia: Εὐξένα (Euxena) deriving from the adverb εὖ and the adjective 
ξένος, while Παμφίλα (Pamphila) and Παμφίλη (Pamphile) from the 
adjective/adverb πᾶς, πᾶσα, πᾶν “all” and the adjective φίλος, -η, -ον. This particular 
type is already recorded in the Mycenaean period and indicates that an adjectival 
component can be filled by an adverbial function. Specifically, the Mycenaean 
adjective ku-su-pa (= σύμπας) “all together” reflects the use of this type on the one 
hand, and reveals the evolution of this morphological field through space and 
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time.207 The above Epirote names present several similarities to the corresponding 
Macedonian ones regarding the adjectives used in each component: ἂριστος, φίλος 
and ξένος. Moreover, the majority of the adjectival compounds found in Macedonia 
and Epirus are dated mainly to the centuries BC except for Φιλοξένη which may be 
dated to the second century AD. Last but not least, a number of names in both 
Macedonia and Epirus contain the adverb πολύ “much” as their first component. Six 
names are attested in Macedonia (Πολυκαρπία, Πολυκάστα, Πολυνίκη, Πολυξένα, 
Πολυξένη, Πολυχαρμίς) and three in Epirus (Πολύκλεια, Πολυξένα, Πολυστράτα). 
Regarding the region of Macedonia, the oldest attestations are Πολυκάστα 
(Polykasta), and Πολυξένα (Polyxena) both confirmed in Pydna (fourth century BC) 
and Olynthos (500-480 BC) respectively, whereas the latest is Πολυνίκη (Polynike) in 
Thessalonike (second to third centuries AD) and Dion (fourth century AD). As for 
Epirus, Πολυξένα (Polyxena) is also documented as the oldest name of this particular 
field in Dodona (fifth to fourth centuries BC) and Molossia (380-316 BC). 
Both Macedonia and Epirus have feminine compound names with an 
substantival or adjectival head. In the above analysis of substantival and adjectival 
right-headed compounds, feminine names of both regions were examined. But now, 
it is worth examining those names whose determiners occur on the right and their 
head is on the left. For instance, Νικαρίστη (Nikariste), derives from the noun νίκη 
“victory” and the adjective ἂριστος “optimal, virtuous”, hence an adjectival 
compound with a right head. Correspondingly, Στρατονίκη or Στρατονίκη (Stratonike) 
“the victory of the army” is a substantival compound with a right-hand head which 
determines the noun στρατός “army”. In the same manner, the name Πατροφίλα 
(Patrofila) in Macedonia, deriving from the noun πατήρ “father” and the adjective 
φίλος, φίλη, φίλον “friend, beloved”, has its head on the right “love for the father”. 
In this case, the second member could also derive from the verb φιλέω (-ῶ), and as a 
result the head here is the verb.  
Additionally, Ἐρμογένα or Ἐρμογένεια (Ermogena, Ermogeneia) meaning the 
“birth or the origin of Hermes”, are substantival compounds, with their head on the 
right, i.e. γέννα “birth, origin”. Another example of right-headed names from the 
                                                          
207 Tribulato, 73. 
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region of Macedonia is Ἡλιοδώρα (Heliodwra) “the gifts of Helios”, deriving from the 
right-headed noun δῶρα “gifts” and the noun ἡλιος “helios, sun”. Generally 
speaking, this category with right-oriented heads is way more brief than that of the 
left-oriented ones. No more than approximately twenty feminine names in 
Macedonia have a right head, and even less so Epirus, which has a smaller variety of 
compound names in general. Ἀνδροκλέα, Κλεογένα, Λαοδίκα, Λαοδίκη, Νικαρίστα, 
Πατρόκλεια and Πατροκλέα are some of the feminine compound names of this 
category attested in the area of Epirus. Ἀνδροκλέα “glory of man, manly glory” is a 
substantival compound made up of the noun ἀνήρ “man” (stem ἀνδρ-) and the noun 
κλέος “glory, fame”. The head is on the right κλέος determined by the first 
component ἀνδρ- “man”.208 Most of the right-headed names found both in Epirus 
and Macedonia are substantival rather than adjectival compounds, a proportion that 
corresponds to the overall picture since substantival compounds are by far the most 
common compound sub-type in the Greek language, especially in the Archaic and 
Classical periods.209 
Furthermore, it is clear that right-oriented feminine compound names were 
very usual in both regions; therefore, it would be interesting to examine some 
chronological and geographical aspects by focusing on some of the personal names 
of this type found in either region. 
 The majority of the right-oriented names in both regions are dated from the 
third century BC until the third century AD, indicating that this category was 
ubiquitous in writing, mainly throughout the Hellenistic period and well into the 
Roman era. Στρατονίκη (Stratonike), is one of the most attested right-headed 
compounds in the area of Macedonia, dated from the third century BC down to the 
third century AD. Ἱππομάχα (Hippomacha) is one of the oldest examples dating back 
to the third century BC, in Edessa, whereas Ἱπποκλέα (Hippoklea) is one of the latest 
names dating between the first and third centuries AD, in the area of Oisyme in 
Pieria.  
                                                          
208 In theory, one could reverse the picture here and opt for a translation “glorious man” as well. 
209 Tribulato, 2005, 116-117. 
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As far as Epirus is concerned, Κλεογένα (Kleogena) is the oldest attestation 
dating back to the fifth century BC, in Dodona, an indication perhaps that this kind of 
compounds was more popular in Epirus than in Macedonia, at least initially. Some 
other old names in Epirus are Ἀνδρομάχα (Andromacha) and Νικοκράτεια 
(Nikokrateia), which may be dated between the fourth and third centuries BC. Last 
but not least, Νικαρίστη (Nikariste) is among the names found in both regions. In 
particular, Νικαρίστη is found in Dion (the date is not saved) and Νικαρίστα 
(Nikarista) in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) in 163 BC. 
Numerals are one of the minor feminine compound name categories in the 
regions of Macedonia and Epirus. In particular, Macedonia seems to shows only one 
form, Τριβούλα (Triboula), which is attested once in the area of Thessalonike 
(second to third centuries AD). In the region of Epirus there is no attestation of 
feminine compound names containing numerals. 
From a morphological point of view, feminine compound names can also be 
divided into categories according to the type of their prefix. This category has its 
foundations on the determinative compounds either substantivals or adjectival ones. 
However, according to some scholars, some determinative, substantival and 
adjectival alike compounds were influenced by verbal compounds. In particular, the 
negative prefix ἀ- is present in many Greek words and “resulted from the semantic 
reanalysis of some bahuvrihis, leading to the re-interpretation of ἄξενος “having no 
guests” and ἂφιλος “having no friends” into endocentric forms meaning 
“inhospitable” and “unfriendly” respectively.”210 Of great interest is the fact that the 
negative prefix influences both the morphological and the semantic character of the 
word or the name. The negative prefix dominated in Classical and post-Classical 
Greek and influenced both possessive and determinative compounds.  
Regarding Macedonia and Epirus, the negative prefix is mainly present in the 
second and third centuries AD. For instance, Ἀκάκις (Akakis), made up of the 
negative prefix ἀ- and the adjective κακός “bad, ugly”, is attested in Beroia and 
Thessalonike in the third century AD. Note also Ἀμβροσία (Ambrosia) and Ἀμβρόσις, 
                                                          
210 Tribulato, 77. 
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(< ἀ + βροτός “mortal”) meaning “(the woman) who is not mortal”, found in 
Amphipolis and Pydna in AD 250 respectively. Another interesting example of this 
category is Ἀχολίς (Acholis) confirmed in Thessalonike from the second century AD 
until the third century AD, meaning “without bitterness”. Ἀχολίς comes from the 
negative prefix ἀ + the noun χολή “bad mood”, which derives from the verb χολῶ “to 
be depressed”.  On the other hand, concerning Epirus, the presence of this type of 
compound feminine names is very limited. Ἀλυπώ (Alupo) is a substantival form 
sporting the negative prefix ἀ- alongside the noun λύπη “sadness” and has been 
detected in Bouthrotos from the first century BC (probably) until the first century 
AD.  
4.2.2 Alternative compound name classification 
 
Greek compound names look more conservative than simple lexical forms 
(words), although their morphological substance seems to be more complicated.211 
Pursuing this a little further, one may remark that personal names can be 
distinguished into three categories: compounded or dithematic names, abbreviated 
names mainly based on hypocoristics and monothematic names.212 Regarding the 
last category, many scholars argue that all Greek names were primarily dithematic 
and became monothematic over time due to shortening, whereas others are of the 
opinion that each category pre-existed and only a portion of monothematic names 
derived from dithematic forms.213  
Moreover, scholars have suggested that Greek personal names were 
associated with social stratification: Dithematic compound names were probably 
common for the higher class / aristocracy, while monothematic names were more 
often used by lower classes.214  
Macedonia, presents a large number of personal compound names of each 
category. For instance, Ἀγασίκλεια, Θεοδώρα and Κλεοπάτρα are dithematic names, 
Θετίμα, Κλευπάτρα and Σωστράτα are abbreviated, whereas Ἀγάθα or Ἀγάθη are 
                                                          
211 Tribulato, 123. 
212 Tribulato, 123. 
213 R.R.K. Hartmann, G. James, Dictionary of Lexicography, Routledge 2002, 73-74. 
214 Hartmann, James, 75. 
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monothematic. Correspondingly, Epirus presents a large amount of all categories; 
dithematic compounds such as Νεοπάτρα, Πατροκλέα, abbreviated forms such as 
Σωστράτα and Τιμαγόρα and monothematic like Ἀρίστα.  
In addition, as mentioned above, onomastics is prone to following several 
innovative trends. In particular, onomastics just like common words may use 
compounding in order to coin new forms. The words produced from compounding 
are often characterized by a particular suffix as also do the shortened ones of course, 
e.g. Ἀκάκ-ις (< ἀ- + κακ-ός) mentioned above. On the other hand, onomastics is a 
discernible realm of the lexicon and morphology, with special morphological 
characteristics, which may use shortened forms as hypocoristics, with the addition of 
a special suffix. This phenomenon mostly occurs in the case of male personal names, 
but also with female names, mainly with the suffix -ιδ-.215  
Secondly, a great number of compound onomastics could be classified into 
hypocoristics, often displaying a verbal stem dated back to the Mycenaean era.216 
Having been attested chiefly in the poetic phraseology, verbal onomastics were 
diffused throughout the centuries and recorded in inscriptions until the sixth century 
AD. The most ancient chronological attestation is a combination of a verbal and a 
noun stem, reflected in the Corpus containing the first collection of verbal 
compounding.217 Both Macedonia and Epirus present a significant number of names 
that reveal two-member phrases including a verbal form. In particular, in the region 
of Macedonia, approximately twenty-five feminine verbal compound names are 
confirmed. The predominant form includes the verbal stem of φιλέω (-ῶ), while the 
governed noun stems in the other compound component vary. However, most forms 
have to do either with the male noun ἳππος (“horse”) or with the female noun ξενία 
(“hospitality”): Φιλίππα, Φιλίππη, Φιλιππική, Φιλοξένα, Φιλοξένη and Φιλοξενίς.  
Another major category includes the verb φέρω and the noun νίκη: Βερενίκα, 
Βερενίκη, Βερνίκα, Βερονίκη. Following, names with the verbs ἂρχω, ἡγοῦμαι and 
ἃπτω were found more rarely in Macedonia: Ἀρχελαΐς, Ἀρχέπολις, Ἡγησάνδρα, 
                                                          
215 Tribulato,124. 
216 Tribulato,125. 
217 Tribulato,126. 
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Ἡγησίπολις, Ἁψιμάχις. In parallel, Epirus present a great variety of verbs as well; 
φέρω and δάμνυμι are the predominant verbs (Βερενίκη, Φερενίκα, Δαμναγόρα), 
while ἒχω, λύω and μιμνήσκω (Ἐχενίκα, Λυσιμάχα, Μνασαρέτα) were probably less 
usual. 
Furthermore, it is worth examining the confirmed verbal names of both 
regions from a chronological and geographical point of view. The older feminine 
verbal compound name in Macedonia is Φιλόκλεια and was attested in the fourth 
century BC in the area of Potidaia in Kassandra, Chalkidike. On the other hand, 
Βερενίκη was the oldest name attested between the fourth and third century BC in 
the region of Epirus mainly in Ambrakia. On the contrary, Ἁψιμαχίς is considered to 
be one of the elder examples in the area of Macedonia, dated in the third century 
AD in Mygdonia, Thessalonike along with Βερονίκη, which was firstly mentioned in 
epigraphic evidence during the second century AD in Thessalonike and lastly in the 
third century AD in Beroia. In Epirus the latest examples of this field are dated in 163 
BC while they are located in Bouthrotos Prasaiboi (e.g. Φερενίκα, Λυσιδίκα, Ἐχενίκα). 
As concerns the geographical presence, Beroia occupies the biggest part of 
Macedonia in terms of feminine verbal personal names, whilst Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) considered to be the predominant area of Epirus. Last but not least, the 
most attested personal name in this category is Βερενίκη since it has been recorded 
thirteen times in several locations of Macedonia such as Thessalonike and Dion. 
However, Βερενίκη seems to have had a lesser impact in Epirus since it is 
documented only twice. Being attested five times in Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi), in 
Cassope and Molossia, Ἐχενίκα seems to have had a greater impact in Epirus. 
 
 4.3 Some other aspects of compounding 
4.3.1 Linking vowel 
 
A typical morphophonological feature of compounds, including compound 
names, is the linking vowel, namely the vowel that normally connects the two 
compound components, e.g. δρεπαν-ο-φόρος “sickle-bearing”, φερ-έ-οικος “house-
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carrying (= snail)”, etc. On many occasions, the linking vowel may be identified with 
the final vowel of the first component; sometimes, however, a different vowel is 
used instead, normally on the basis of analogy, which as a matter of fact is often the 
case with the most common linking vowel -o-, e.g. ἀκρ-ό-πολις.218 
As mentioned above, the first component can be a nominal or a verbal stem, 
a preposition or an adverb. As far as prepositions and adverbs are concerned, these 
are found in the same form as compound prefixes -barring vowel elision- as they 
occur as autonomous words (e.g. ἀπο-τροπή, εὐ-αγής). Note forms from Macedonia 
and /or Epirus like Ἀντιπάτρα, Παραμόνα, Ἐπιγόνη, Ἐντρόπη, Ἀμφίπολις, Εὐβούλα, 
Εὐτυχίς, Πολυνίκη, Ἀχολίς, Ἀλύπη, Άκάκις etc. 
On the other hand, nominal and verbal stems may appear ‘modified’ in the 
context of compounding since they usually function as bare stems. The most 
common stem ending is -o-, -ᾱ-/-η-, -ι-, -υ- deriving either from a vocalic stem or 
from a root with a derivational suffix.219 For instance, the compound word 
ἱππόκομος “adorned by the horse’s tail” derives from the noun ἳππος “horse”, with 
ἱππ- being the root and -ο- the suffix, which in the case of compounding, may be 
deemed the compound linking vowel. Note some characteristic examples: (i) stem 
δημ-o- (< δημ- (root) + -o- (suffix)), e.g. Δημοκράτεια, Δημοκρατέα, Δημονίκη; (ii) 
stem νίκ-ᾱ-/-η- (< νικ- (root) + -ᾱ-/-η- (suffix)), e.g. Νικηφορίς (Nikephoris); (iii) stem 
xαριδ- (root χάρ- + -ιδ- (suffix)), e.g. Χαριδάμα (Charidama). 220 
The same applies to Macedonian and Epirote compound names.  
Macedonian: Δημοκράτεια, Δημονίκη, Δωροθέα, Ἡλιοδώρα, Θεοδοσία, 
Ἱπποκλέα, Ἱππομάχα, Κλεοπάτρα, etc. 
Epirote: Θεοδότα, Θεονίκα, Κλεογένα, Κλεοπάτρα, Λαοδίκα, Λαοδίκη, 
Δεινομάχα, Φιλοκλέα.  
                                                          
218  Sometimes, the linking vowel may be ‘missing’, for instance, in cases of elision for the vowel of the 
first component.   
219 In the same way, -η- also expanded from the first declension stems to other stems. 
220 However, some nouns and adjectives of the third declension sometimes have a bare stem as their 
first component: for example, πῦρ “fire”, which maintains the bare stem πυρ- as the first element of 
some of its compounds, e.g. in πυρκαιά “fire burning”. Cf. Tribulato, 14. 
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Some special cases, include: 
 (i) compound names with a first member stem of the so-called ‘Caland 
system’,221 i.e. stems like κάλλ(-ος), which as the first member of a compound takes 
on an i-linking vowel:222 e.g. Macedonian Καλλιβούλη (Kalliboule); cf. also Καλλικρίτα 
(Kallikrita) and Καλλιρρόη (Kallirrhoe) dated between the second and third centuries 
BC: the former is attested only in Macedonia, while the latter is documented in both 
regions. Καλλιβούλη is the oldest attestation of this category (ca. ?353 BC).223  
(ii) verbal stems as first compound element with -ε- as the linking vowel, e.g. 
Ἐχέπωλος “holding the foals”. This type of linking vowel is one of the most 
complicated ones, it may in fact go back to the thematic vowel attached to the roots 
of the thematic present, while on the other hand, it may have also been affected by 
the present imperative form.224 Personal names in Macedonia and Epirus sporting 
this type of linking vowel are not many, but are interesting: note especially the group 
of the Βερενίκη (Berenike) type. In the region of Epirus only Βερενίκη (with -ε-) stem 
occurs, whereas in Macedonia present a variety: Βερενίκα, Βερενίκη, but also 
Βερνίκα (vowel syncope), Βερονίκη (after Latin Veronica obviously). Similar other 
feminine names of this category are: Ἀρχεβούλη, Ἀρχελαίς and Ἀρχέπολις, in which 
the verb ἀρχ-ω features the stem -ε-. 
As mentioned above, sometimes the linking vowel may be missing, either due 
to elision (= droppoing of the vowel because the second compound component also 
starts with a vowel), e.g.  Δημαρέτη (Demarete) < δημο-αρετη, Κλεαγόρα (Kleagora) 
< κλεο-αγορα, Νικαρίστη (Nikariste) < νικη-αριστη;225 but also due to other reasons, 
e.g. (unaccented) vowel syncope, which was a rather common phenomenon, 
especially in Macedonia, e.g. Θετίμα, Βερνίκα.    
                                                          
221 Lindner, 2011, 65. 
222 Note, however, that an i-linking vowel is more often due to an athematic i-stem or even to an old 
locative-dative ending. 
223 The dating is questionable. 
224 Tribulato, 24. 
225Both Epirus and Macedonia have numerous feminine personal names that undergo elision. 
Approximately half of feminine compound names apply this rule in Macedonia, while in Epirus are far 
less. 
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 Another major morphological category of compound words and onomastics 
is the deletion of the final vowel of the first vowel. This specific rule is set when the 
final vowel of the first component is vowel and the second component begins with a 
vowel. In this case, the linking vowel is elided. Last but not least, there are some 
personal names that do not follow the above rules: Ἀπολλοδωριανή, Ἡγησάνδρα, 
Ἡγησίπολις, Θαυμαρέτα, Θετίμα, Θευδότη, Ἰσιγόνη, Ἰσιδώρα, Κασσάνδρα, 
Κλευπάτρα, Λυσιδίκα, Μεγαρέτα, Διηδάμεια, Μνασαρέτα. 
Additionally, in the first declension the nouns are formed by two types of 
suffixes: -ᾱ and ᾰ. The long a (ᾱ) in Attic-Ionic dialect or koine equals to e (-η), while 
the short a (ᾰ) equals to -jᾰ.226 For example, the stem of the noun ψυχή “soul” is 
ψυχ- and the suffix is -η-, but the fist component is formed as following ψυχ-ο-, as a 
result the compound word is ψυχοπομπός “the one who leads the souls to Hades”. 
The example below indicates that the use of -o- instead of -η- in first declension 
nominal in feminine compound names is quite usual: 
1. (a) Adjective: ἀρίστη Stem: ἀριστ- (root) + -η- (suffix) FC: ἀριστ-ο- Compound: 
Ἀριστοβούλη (Aristoboule) 
(b) Noun: νίκη Stem: νικ- (root) + -η- (suffix) FC: νικ-η-  Compound: Νικηφορίς 
(Nikeforis) 
In terms of Macedonian onomastic in this category belong some of the 
following names: Ἀκρόπολις, ἀριστοβούλη, ἀριστονίκα, ἀριστονίκη, ἀριστοτίμα etc. 
On the other hand, in Epirus some of the names found are: Ἀκρόπολις, Ἀριστοβούλα, 
Ἀριστοδίκα, Ἀριστομάχα, Νεοπάτρα etc. 
Another group of third-declension nouns seems to have derived from the 
genitive singular and probably this is due to the spread of -o- as the basic linking 
vowel to the following stems: the compound word πατριδολάτρης “one who loves 
his homeland” derives from the noun πατρίς “homeland”, the stem is πατριδ- and 
the first compound is formed as πατριδ-ο- similar to the genitive πατρίδος. Generally 
speaking, -o- is one of the most common linking vowels in Greek and with the 
passing of time became the only element connecting Greek compound words 
                                                          
226 Lindner, 2011, 45 
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provided that it functions as a bridge between the two components and does not 
signify gender or number.227 As far as the third-declension nouns are concerned the 
most attested form in both regions derives from the noun Ζεύς or Διεύς “Zeus” and 
ἀνήρ “man” as in the following examples (4a-b). 
(a) Noun: Ζεύς or Διεύς (Zeus) Stem: Ζην- or Δι- FC: Ζην-ο- or Δι-ο- Compound: 
Ζηνοβία, Διογένεια (Zenobia, Diogeneia) 
(b) Noun: ἀνήρ Stem: ἀνδρ- FC: ἀνδρ-ο- Compound: Ἀνδρομάχα (Andromacha) 
Compound personal names with the noun Ζεύς as first element is only attested in 
Macedonia in the sixth century AD. Ζηνοβία (Zenobia) in the area of Thessalonike 
and Ζηνόθεμις (Zenothemis) in the area of Mende in Chalkidike. The stem Δι- though 
is attested once in Epirus, Διοδότα (Diodota) in Nikopolis. On the other hand, in 
Macedonia have been confirmed Διογένεια (Diogeneia), Διοδώρα (Diodora) and 
Διοφάνεια (Diophaneia). Every personal name in this category either found in 
Macedonia or Epirus is dated from the first century AD until the third century AD. On 
this purpose we may imply that from a semantic point of view personal female 
names with the name of Zeus as first element were not very usual especially until 
the end of the Hellenistic period. 
4.3.2 Compound endings  
 
Ancient Greek like other Indo-European languages had a wide variety of 
nominal terminations, which were not only inflectional endings, namely morphemes 
at the end of words endowed with fundamental morphosemantic properties and 
morphosyntactic functions (e.g. gender, number, case), but also suffixes, or 
derivational endings, i.e. terminations used for the coining of new forms, e.g. παῖς 
(παιδ-ός) ‘child’ + -ιον → παιδίον ‘little child’ (originally).228 The two sub-categories 
of morphological terminations are not mutually exclusive; rather, suffixes may often 
coincide with or comprise inflectional endings, e.g. παιδ-ίσκ-ος ‘small, young child’, 
with -ίσκ-ος being the suffix and -ος alone the inflectional ending. As a matter of 
fact, many Classical Greek inflectional endings and suffixes appeared gradually over 
                                                          
227 Tribulato, 22. 
228 G.C. Papanastassiou, E.B. Petrounias, “The Morphology of Classical Greek”. In: A.-F. Christidis (ed.), 
A History of Ancient Greek. From the Beginnings to Late Antiquity, Cambridge 2007, 571. 
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time, while most of them survived well into the post-classical period.229 (cf. Palmer 
1945). 
Compounds too have terminations, inflectional and suffixal alike, which 
often, yet not always are identical with the suffix of the second member of the 
compound, e.g. Στρατονίκη, deriving from στρατός “army” and νίκη “victory”, with 
an inflectional ending -η for both νίκη and Στρατονίκη (a-stem feminine nouns); or, 
καθαρ-ός ‘clean’ vs. ἀκάθαρ-τος ‘uncleansed’ (same inflectional ending, but different 
suffixes).   
I will briefly refer here to a few basic features of the inflectional endings and 
suffixes of the Classical Greek nominal forms, including compounds, with an aim to 
examine similar issues in the case of the feminine compound names from Macedonia 
and Epirus. 
(i) Inflection: Ancient Greek inherited from (late) Proto-Indo-European the 
distinction between three genders, masculine, feminine and neuter, and between 
three numbers, singular, dual, plural.230 It also had three major nominal inflectional 
categories or declensions (but many more inflectional sub-types or paradigms): a-
stem nouns (‘first declension’ in traditional terminology), o-stem or thematic nouns 
(‘second declension’ in traditional terminology) and athematic nouns (‘third 
declension’ in traditional terminology). 231 
The majority of ancient Greek nominal formations belonged to the athematic 
declension, which comprised many different inflectional paradigms (vocalic-, 
semivocalic-, consonantal-stems, root stems, etc.), e.g. ἀσπίς (gen. ἀσπίδ-ος), 
βότρυς (gen. βότρυ-ος), πέλεκυς (gen. πελέκεF-ως), etc. On the other hand, the first 
declension has feminine nouns of two different sub-types: nouns in long -ᾱ (<*-eh2), 
e.g. ὥρα (gen. ὥρᾱς),232 and  nouns in short -ᾰ (<*-h2), e.g. πότνια (gen. ποτνίας). 
Finally, in nouns of the second declension a great number of PIE thematic formations 
were maintained in all three genders in Greek. The endings of the second declension 
are -ος for both the masculine (δρόμος) and the feminine (ὁδός), and -ον for the 
neuter (e.g. δῶρον). 
On the basis of the above, I will attempt a brief analysis of basic inflectional 
features of the feminine compound nouns from Epirus and Macedonia.  
                                                          
229 Cf. L. R. Palmer, A Grammar of Post-Ptolemaic Papyri: I. The Suffixes, London 1945. 
230 Note also the existence of five cases in Classical Greek -nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive 
and dative- along which there were initially another three (ablative, locative, instrumental), before 
they merged with the basic five ones before the first millennium BC. 
231 Nouns may be consist of roots alone, but normally the nominal structure is root + ending or root + 
suffix(es) + ending. Stems are divided into thematic and athematic: thematic stems end in the 
thematic vowel -o/e-, while athematic in any (or no) other suffix. Cf. also J. Rau, ‘Greek and Proto-
Indo-European’. In: E. Bakker (ed.), A Companion to the Ancient Greek Language, Oxford - Malden, 
MA, 2010, 169-188.  
232 But -η in Ionic, and sometimes even in Attic, i.e. when the -ᾱ ending is not preceded by ε, ρ, ι, e.g. 
πηγή, -ῆς, in place of πηγᾱ́, -ᾱ͂ς elsewhere. Cf. Rau, 180-181. 
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We mostly find feminine compound names of the first and third declensional 
types, especially in the area of Macedonia . A good number of these names belong to 
the first declension (regardless of sub-type, -ᾱ/-η or -ᾰ): e.g. Ἀριστοτίμα,  Ἀλκιμάχη, 
Δημαρέτη, Δημοκράτεια, etc. (cf. also the respective common nouns τιμ-ᾱ/́-ή, μάχ-η, 
ἀρετ-ή). Nonetheless, on a number of occasions, a-stem compound names have 
been coined on the basis of a (second) compound element that belongs to a 
different inflectional type, e.g.  Ἀθηνοδώρα, Zηνοβία, Φιλοστράτη, Δημοκράτεια (cf. 
δῶρ-ον, βί-ος, στρατ-ός and κράτος respectively). 
It is worth noting here that a large number of feminine compound names 
from both regions show dialectal differences regarding the endings. The main 
difference is between Doric and Attic-Ionic (koine):  the original long -ᾱ of 
Macedonian/Epirote corresponds to -η in Attic-Ionic, e.g. Δαμαρέτα instead of Attic-
Ionic Δημαρέτη. Most of the names attested in Macedonia end in -η, while only a 
minority of them maintain the epichoric Doric long ᾱ: e.g. Ἀνδρομάχα, Ἀντιγόνα, 
Ἀριστονίκα, Ἀριστοτίμα, Βερενίκα, Εὐρυδίκα, Εὐρυνόα, Εὐτύχα, Θεοκρίτα, Θεοτίμα, 
Θετίμα, Ἱππομάχα, Νικομάχα, Νικονόα and Φυλομάγα. In Epirus the tendency is the 
opposite since most of the feminine compound names documented in epigraphic 
texts maintain in their suffix the Doric -ᾱ instead of Attic-Ionic -η. Note, for instance, 
Ἀλεξίππα, Ἀλκινόα, Ἀνδρομάχα, Ἀντιγόνα, Ἀντιομάχα, Ἀντιπάτρα, Ἀριστοβούλα, 
Ἀριστοδίκα, Ἀριστομάχα, Ἀρσινόα, Ἀστερόπα (but note e.g. both Εὐβούλα and 
Εὐβούλη). 
This discrepancy between the two regions points to the slower advance of 
Attic-Ionic koine in the region of Epirus in comparison to Macedonia. Obviously, the 
adoption of Attic-Ionic koine as the official language of the Macedonian kingdom 
since the mid-fourth century BC played a crucial role in the faster adoption of (some 
of) its features in the field of onomastics as well.233 
On the other hand, there is a non-negligible number of athematic feminine 
compound nouns: e.g. Ἀκρόπολις, Ἀγαθημερίς, Ἀκάκις, Ἁψιμάχις, Ἐπινικίς (but also 
Ἐπινίκη), etc., which have, in their majority, been built on the basis of an a-stem 
second component (e.g. πόλις / ἡμέρα, κακία, μάχη respectively). 
(ii) Suffixation: Ancient Greek had a large number of suffixes, e.g. -της (= fem. 
-τίς) ‘ who does’ (nomen agentis, e.g. ποιητής ‘creator, maker’ (originally)), -ειoς 
‘made of (X)’ (e.g. χρυσε(i)̯ος → χρυσοῦς), -(ε)ιος ‘son of’, e.g. Ἀπολλώνιος, etc. This 
ending was originally used for patronymic adjectives and ethnics, especially in areas 
like Thessaly;234 however, from an early period onwards it became a common ending 
for both masculine and feminine names throughout the history of Greek language.235 
                                                          
233 Note, however, that on a number of occasions, the use of -α may be related to Latin names as well. 
234 Note that the ending -(ε)ια may also point to other meanings besides relation, e.g. an abstract 
notion, such as ἐλευθερία. 
235 Mayser suggests (cf. Palmer, 70.) that this category of suffixes could in one point derive from -έω 
verbs (e.g. φιλοξενέω-ῶ, φιλοξεν-ία).  
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In Macedonian texts, there are numerous feminine names either with a suffix 
in -ια or -εια , e.g. Σωσιβία, Πολυκαρπία, Παραμονιχία, Νικανδρία, Μουνδικία, and 
Ζηνοβία are some of the names recorded in Macedonia. Note, however, that a large 
number of feminine compound names with the suffix -ια have the adverb εὖ the first 
member, i.e. they point to abstract nouns rather than to kinship: e.g. Εὐφημία, 
Εὐτυχία, Εὐτροπία, Εὐστοργία, Εὐσταθία, Εὐποσία, Εὐπορία, Ευπατρία, Εὐκαρτπία, 
Εὐδοξία, Ἀλεξανδρία. Contrariwise, there are hardly  any feminine compound names 
in -ια in Epirus. 
In addition, there is a sub-category of forms in -εία, which mainly derive from 
athematic nouns in -ευς/-ης, adjectives in -ειος or verbs in -εύω: e.g. Ἀριστόκλεια (< 
Ἀριστοκλῆς < -κλέος <*κλέFος “fame”), Ἀντιγόνεια (< Ἀντίγονος < -γονεύς “parent”), 
etc. In fact, in Macedonia we come across several names of this ending: Ἀγαθόκλεια, 
Ἀγασίκλεια, Ἀντιγόνεια, Ἀριστόκλεια, Ἀριστοκράτεια, Ἀρτεμίκλεια, Δημοκράτεια, 
Διογένεια, Διοφάνεια, Ἑρμογένεια, Εὐγένεια, Ἡράκλεια, Ἱερόκλεια, Παρμένεια, 
Σωσιγένεια, Σωσικράτεια and Φιλοκράτεια. In the region of Epirus there are also 
recorded many names with this ending: Ἀριστόκλεια, Ἀριστοκράτεια, Νικοκράτεια, 
Πατρόκλεια and Πολύκλεια.236 
Moreover, there are feminine compound nouns sporting the suffix -εα, e.g. 
names such as Πατροκλέα, Παρμενέα etc.237 This suffix is semantically close to -
(ε)ία,238  but is modestly productive.239 
Finally, there are some athematic suffixes, notably -ις, which is found in the 
feminine compound names from Macedonia and Epirus. Thus suffix had a triple 
meaning and semantic function: to form instrument names from verbal stems (e.g. 
γράφω → γραφίς), feminine agent nouns from corresponding masculine ones (e.g. 
δραπέτης → δραπέτις) and finally, nouns with ‘independent’ meanings (e.g. θυρίς 
“window”).240  
Both Macedonia and Epirus have a variety of feminine compound names in –
ις, whose first component is often a preposition/adverb: e.g. Ἀγαθημερίς (cf. ἡμέρα 
“day”), Ἐπινικίς (cf. νίκη “victory”) etc. In Epirus, there are attested the following 
names: Σωκράτις, Νικόπολις, Εὐτυχίς, Ἐπίκτησις and Ἀκρόπολις. 
                                                          
236 Note that the majority of the names contain either the noun κλέος or the verb κρατέω, -ῶ as a 
second component. 
237 The analysis of the quasi-identical suffixes -ια, -εια, -εα is principally synchronic here, i.e. their pre-
Classical stages are not taken into account very much since such an approach would require a lengthy 
discussion. Note, however, the common differences in the quantity (long-short) of final -α, which may 
at times point to originally unrelated suffixes. 
238 Note that a suffix -εα is also used for plant and tree names, e.g. ἀμυγδαλέα. This suffix -εα in has 
been very resilient in the diachrony of Greek (Classical Greek, koine, Medieval and Modern Greek), 
even though it underwent synizesis in medieval times and has become -ια in most modern Greek 
dialects, e.g.  μηλέα > μηλιά. Cf. Palmer, 51. 
239 The form Δημοκρατέα is another interesting form in -έα, obviously deriving from δημοκρατία or a 
similar form. 
240 Palmer, 91.  
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Conclusions 
 
The linguistic analysis of two sets of Macedonian and Epirote feminine 
compound names, in terms of semantics, on the one hand, and morphology, on the 
other, has shown certain linguistic affinities and divergences between the two 
regions.  
Macedonia has a larger number of names as well as of feminine compound 
names, in contrast with Epirus that presents a smaller collection of names. It is 
tempting to stress that in both regions the most popular name is Kleopatra, and in 
fact over the same chronological period. Concerning the geographical density of 
onomastic attestations, the area with the majority of attested feminine compound 
names in Macedonia are Thessalonike241 and Beroia, whereas in Epirus is, by far, the 
area of Bouthrotos242. On the other hand, it is interesting to note that feminine 
compound names from Macedonia and Epirus differ in many respects, despite the 
relatively short distance between the two regions. The epigraphic evidence indicates 
that Epirus on the whole can offer us older attestations than Macedonia.243 
However, Macedonia has a wider catalogue of names due to the development of the 
Macedonian kingdom.  
Moreover, it has become clear that both regions present a great number of 
personal names that display a safe etymology, despite the fact that there are still 
several problematic cases. In addition, Macedonian and Epirote onomastics began to 
lose their dialectal special features and adopted wholly or partially the features of 
Koine from the Hellenistic times, onwards.244 Compound onomastics remain a 
fundamental part of the lexicon even though the documentation does not allow us 
to have a good idea about oral component of the ancient Greek language. Although, 
the texts and the research devoted to them, plays a vital role to the further 
examination of personal names. From a morphological point of  view, personal 
compound  names of both regions display peculiarities regarding the compound 
system. The overview of compound categories indicates that Macedonians and 
Epirotes had delevoped an endocentric system in both determinative and verbal 
compounds.  The investigation of the affinities and divergences between the two 
dialects/regions illustrate the diachronic development of compound feminine names 
from Mycenaean to Hellenistic period. 
Personal names are a major part of onomastics that reflect the linguistic 
variety and cultural diversity of the earlier stages of the language and the culture of 
each area. Therefore the study of Greek personal names offers special insights and 
contributes in the linguistic and cultural development. 
                                                          
241 Thessalonike is attested eighty-six times. 
242 Bouthrotos (Prasaiboi) is mentioned forty-three times. 
243 The oldest name attested in Epirus is Προθόη in the seventh century BC. 
244 The Berenike type names gradually began to appear more and more rarely during the Hellenistic 
and Roman times.  
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 Appendix 
Macedonia 
 
NAME LOCATION DATE 
Ἀγαθημερίς Macedonia  AD 233  
 Bottiaia - Beroia Not 
preserved 
 Mygdonia -Thessalonike ii AD 
Ἀγαθοκλέα Elimeia - Aiane ii AD 
 Mygdonia -Charakoma? ?ii AD 
 Pieria - Dion i-ii AD 
Ἀγαθόκλεια Botiaia - Edessa v-vi AD 
Ἀγασίκλεια Macedonia (Elimeia)  iii AD 
Ἀγνόθεμις Macedonia 323 BC 
Ἀδόλις Mygdonia - Thessaloniki iii AD 
Ἀθηνοδώρα Paionia - Kavadarsi ii-iii AD 
Ἀκάκις Bottiaia - Beroia iii AD 
 Mygdonia - Thessalonike iii AD 
Ἀκρόπολις Bottiaia -Pella  Not  
preserved 
Ἀλεξάνδρα Macedonia AD 309 or 
311  
 Bottiaia - Beroia ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  AD 113  
  ii AD 
  iii AD 
  AD 238  
  AD 249 
 Blaganoi AD 189  
 Beroia ii AD 
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 Edessa ii -iii AD 
  iii AD 
  v-vi AD 
 Ichnai AD 172  
 Pella ?iii AD 
 Chalkidike - Gigonos ii AD 
 Edonis - Philippoi v-vi AD 
  v-vi AD 
 Elimeia - Oblostai AD 200  
 Lynkestis - Herakleia i-ii AD 
 Mygdonia - Kalindoia AD 254 
 Lete ii BC 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
  iii AD 
  AD 212 
  iii AD 
  AD 253  
  AD 261  
  iv AD 
  v-vi AD 
 Odomantike -Skotoussa ii-iii AD 
 Paionia - Kavadarci ii-iii AD 
 Negotino ii-iii AD 
 Stoboi iii AD 
 Pelagonia iii AD 
 Dostones iii AD 
 Keramiai ii AD 
 Pieria - Dion i-ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  ?ii-iii AD 
  ii/iii AD 
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 Dion ii AD 
Ἀλεξανδρία Paionia - Kavadarci iii AD 
Ἀλκιμάχη Eordaia- Kelle ii AD 
Ἀλλούπορις Edonis - Philippoi I BC- I AD 
 Macedonia I BC 
  iii BC 
Ἀλύπη Mygdonia - Thessalonike Ii AD 
Ἀμαραντίς Mygdonia - Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Ἀμβροσία Εdonis -Amphipolis  
Ἀμβρόσις Pieria - Pydna AD 250 
Ἀμφίπολις Bottiaia Pella ii BC 
 Amphipolis iii AD 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
Ἀνάληψις Pelagonia  iii AD 
Ἀνδρομάχα Edonis - Amphipolis iii BC 
Ἀνδρονίκη Mygdonia - Thessalonike ii AD 
Ἀντιγόνα Macedonia iii BC 
 Macedonia iii AD 
 Bottiaia - Beroia iv-iii BC 
  ii BC 
  ii-iii AD 
  ii/iii AD 
  ?iii AD 
 Pella  iii BC 
 Chalkidike-Anthemus ii AD 
 Potidaia - Kassandreia Not 
preserved 
 Edonis-Amphipolis iii-ii BC 
  iii-iv BC 
  ii-i BC 
 Eordaia-Mavropigi Not 
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preserbed 
 lower Paionia - Europos ?ii AD 
 Mygdonia- Thessalonike ii BC 
  ii BC 
  AD 71 or 
188  
  ii-iii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
  iii AD 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
 Odomantike - Sirrha ii -iii AD 
  AD ?157  
 Pelagonia- Mojno iii AD 
 Pieria- Dion ii-iii AD 
 Kolindros Not 
preserved 
Ἀντιγόνεια Mygdonia- Thessalonike iii ad 
Ἀντιγόνη Macedonia iv BC 
  iv/iii BC 
 Bottiaia- Beroia ii-iii AD 
 Edessa iii AD 
 Elimeia - Detela iii AD 
 Pelagonia-Keramiai ii-iii BC 
 Pieria- Pydna iv BC 
Ἀντιοχίς Macedonia iii BC 
  iii/ii BC 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ii-I BC 
 Mygdonia- Thessalonike iii AD 
Ἀντιφίλα Pieria-Pydna iv BC 
Ἀπολλοδωριανή Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
Ἀριμνήστη Chalkidike-Stageiros iv BC 
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Ἀριστοβούλη Macedonia-Degme iii/ii BC 
 Bottiaia -Pella v BC 
 Chalkidike- Torone iv/iii BC 
 lower Paionia - Europos iii BC 
Ἀριστοκλέα Dion AD 213  
Ἀριστόκλεια Chalkidike -Torone i BCc-i AD 
 Pieris -Galepsos Not 
preserved 
Άριστοκράτεια Bottiaia-Pella iv BC 
Ἀριστονίκα Macedonia 177 BC 
Ἀριστονίκη Derriopos - Stubera iv/iii BC 
Ἀριστονόη Edonis-Amphipolis iii BC 
Ἀριστοπάτρα Orestis iv BC 
Ἀριστοτίμα Pieria-Dion v/vi BC 
Ἀρπαλοσκύτα ? Bottiaia-Aigai iv BC 
Ἀρτεμιδώρα Bottiaia-Beroia AD 184 
  iii AD 
 Mygdonia- Thessalonike i/ii AD 
  ii/iii AD 
  iii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
  Not 
preserved 
  AD 240 - 
249  
 Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
  iii AD 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
  ii-iii AD 
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 Odomantike-Sirrha ii-iii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Paionia-Kavadarci ?ii AD 
 Negotino ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion ?ii-iii AD 
 Sintike-Herakleia ii AD 
 Neine iii AD 
 Parthikopolis ii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
 Parthikopolis AD 235-253  
 Parthikopolis iii AD 
 Macedonia 100-75 BC 
Ἀρτεμίκλεια Bottiaia-Beroia ii BC 
Ἀρτίδονις Edonis-Philippoi i-ii AD 
Ἀρχεβούλη Edonis-Amphipolis iv/iii BC 
Ἀρχελαίς Orestis-Poria Not 
preserved 
Ἀρχέπολις Macedonia 330-325 BC 
 Bottiaia-Beroia 38 BC 
 Derriopos - Stuberra 1 AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike 38 BC 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike i BC/i AD 
 Macedonia 330 BC 
Ἀσκληπιοδώρα Bottiaia-Beroia 227 AD 
   239 AD 
 Sintike-Parthikopolis ii/iii AD 
Ἀχολίς Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Ἁψιμάχις Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
Βερενίκα Mygdonia-Lete 325-300 BC 
Βερενίκη Macedonia 340-278 BC 
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  275-246 BC 
  273-220 BC 
  ?239-238 
BC 
  193 BC 
  120-80 BC 
  80-55 BC 
  63 BC 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike i BC 
 Pieria-Dion iv-iii BC 
Βερνίκα Bottiaia-Aigai iv-iii BC 
Βερονίκη Bottiaia-Beroia iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
Δημαρέτη Bottiaia-Mieza iii/ii BC 
Δημάρχη Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
 Paionia-Bylazora ii-iii AD 
 Pelagonia-Dostoneis ii AD 
Δημοκρατέα Elimeia - Aiane ii AD 
Δημοκράτεια Bottiaia-Pella iii-ii BC 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
Δημονίκη Pelagonia i AD 
Διογένεια Mygdonia-Kalindoia AD ?255  
 Pieria-Pydna AD ?i  
Διοδώρα Bottiaia-Beroia AD ii  
 Pella 231 or 206 
BC 
 Chalkidike-Potidaia-
Kassandreia(territ) 
Not 
preserved 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Διονυσοδώρα Chalkidike-Potidaia-
Kassandreia 
253 AD 
Διοφάνεια Paionia-Argos(area) ii-iii AD 
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Δωροθέα Edonis-Philippoi iv-v AD 
Ἐντρόπη Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Ἐπιγόνη Bottiaia-Beroia ii - iii AD 
  AD 187  
  iii AD 
 Edessa ii-iii AD 
 Chalkidike-Potidaia-
Kassandreia 
I - ii AD 
 Edonis-Philippoi ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Perdylos ?i-ii AD 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
  ii - iii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
 Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
 Paionia-Bylazora ii-iii AD 
 Pelagonia iii AD 
 Macedonia iii AD 
Ἐπιθυμήτη Pieria-Dion ii AD 
Ἐπικαρπία Mygdonia-Thessalonike I AD 
Ἐπίκτησις Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Paionia-Stoboi ii-iii AD 
 Pelagonia-Keramiai iii AD 
Ἐπινίκη Chalkidike-Mende? iv BC 
 Lynkestis-Herakleia(area) ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessaloniki  iii AD 
Ἐπινικίς Bottiaia-Edessa iii AD 
Ἐπιφάνεια Mygdonia-Thessaloniki v-vi AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii-iii AD 
Ἑρμογένα Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 268  
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Ἑρμογένεια Bottiaia-Ichnai Not 
preserved 
Εὐβούλα Bottiaita-Pella iii BC 
 Chalkidike-Anthemus i BC/i AD 
 Pieria-Pydna iv BC 
Εὐβούλη Macedonia AD 234  
 Bottiaia-Beroia AD 214  
  AD 219  
 Chalkidike-Olynthos iv BC 
 MygdoniaTthessaloniki AD 225  
Εὐγένεια Macedonia ii BC 
 Bottiaia-Pella v/iv BC 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ii BC 
 Krestonia - Mandres AD 36 or 
153  
 Mygdonia-Charakoma iii /ii BC 
 Thessalonike 42-32 BC 
Εὐγένις Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
Εὐδοκία Sintike-Parthikopolis vi AD 
Εὐδοξία Bottiaia-Edesssa v-vi AD 
Εὐκαρπία Edonis-Phillippoi ?ii AD 
Εὒκλεια Bottiaia-Edessa iii-iv AD 
 Lynkestis-Herakleia(area) ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike i-ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion iv BC 
Εὒμητις Edonis-Amphipolis v/iv BC 
Εὐπατρία Paionia-Negotino ii-iii AD 
Εὐπορἰα Bottiaia-Beroia ii AD 
 Edessa ii BC 
  iii AD 
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 Pella AD 150  
 Skydra iii AD 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 141 
 Thessalonike i AD 
Εὐπορώ Bottiaia-Beroia ii AD 
Εὐποσία Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Εὒπραξις Edonis-Amphipolis iii BC 
 Amphipolis ?ii AD 
Εύρυδίκα Macedonia 340-317 BC 
  340-275 BC 
 Lynkestis 410-340 BC 
Εύρυδίκη Bottiaia-Beroia ii-I BC 
  AD?171  
  AD 234  
  AD 309 or 
311  
 Blaganoi 216 AD 
 Ichnai Not 
preserved 
 Pella iv/iii BC 
 Skydra ?iii AD 
 Edonis-Amphipolis iii-ii BC 
 lower Paionia - Idomene ii/iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Charakoma ?ii AD 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii AD 
 Pydna ii-iii AD 
Εὐρυνόα Macedonia iv BC 
 Bottiaia-Edessa ii BC 
Εύρυφύλη? Bottiaia-Pella iv BC 
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Εύσέβεια Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii/iv AD 
  AD 361  
 Paionia-Stoboi v-vi AD 
Εὐσταθία Edonis-Amphipolis iii AD 
Εὐστοργία Mygdonia-Thessalonike iv AD 
Εύτροπία Thessalonike v/iv AD 
Εὐτύχα Bottiaia-Beroia ii AD 
Εὐτυχᾶς Macedonia AD 238  
 Bottiaia-Beroia ii/iii AD 
 Beroia ii AD 
Εὐτυχία Bottiaia-Beroia iii AD 
 Skydra AD 105  
 Chalkidike-Antigoneia ii-iii AD 
 Potidaia - Kassandreia Not 
preserved 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ?AD 
  ?2 AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Philippoi i-ii AD 
 Philippoi(territ) ii-iii AD 
 Philippoi(drama(mod.)) i-ii AD 
 Philippoi ?i-ii AD 
 Eordaia-Pyrgoi ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
  iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii AD 
Εὐτυχιανή Edonis-Philippoi v-vi AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii-iii AD 
Εὐτύχις Bottiaia-Beroia 212 AD 
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 Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
Εὐτυχἰς Macedonia 223 BC 
 Almopia-notia ii/iii AD 
 Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
  211-232 AD 
 Beroia ii-iii AD 
 Edessa ii AD 
 Mieza ?ii AD 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ?iii AD 
 Elimeia - Kozani ii-I BC  
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike 79 or 188 
AD 
  ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
Εὐφημία Bottiaia-Edessa v-vi AD 
Εὐφρονἰς Pieria-Dion Not 
preserved 
Εὐφροσύνη Chalkidike-Mende  Not 
preserved 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ii BC 
 Mygdonia-Lete 160-180 AD 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
  ii/iii AD 
  iii AD 
 Paionia-Demir Kapija ii-iii AD 
Εὐχάρις Macedonia 244 BC 
Εὒχαρις Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Ζηνοβία Mygdonia-Thessalonike vi AD 
Ζηνόθενις Chalkidike-Mende vi BC 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ?i AD  
Ἡγησάνδρα Elimia-Aiane ii - I BC 
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 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
Ἡγησίπολις Pieris -Galepsos no 
Ἡλιοδώρα Mygdonia-Charakoma ?ii AD 
 Thessalonike iii AD 
  iii AD 
Ἡρακλέα Bottiaiaa-Beroia ii-iii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
  AD 232  
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii - iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii AD 
 Skythia i-ii AD 
Ἡράκλεια Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
 Lynkestis-Herakleia(area) ii-iii AD 
 Herakleia ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessaloniki ii AD 
Θαυμαρέτα Edonis-Amphipolis v/iv BC 
Θεοδοσία Bottiaia-Edessa v-vi AD 
Θεοδότη Macedonia 232 or 207 
BC 
 Bottiaia-Beroia AD 254  
  AD 313  
  AD 311  
 Edessa iii AD 
 Chalkidike-Skabla Not 
preserved 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Kalindoia AD 68-98 
 Thessalonike ii AD 
  Not 
preserved 
  ii-iii AD 
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  v-vi AD 
 Pieria-Dion iv AD 
Θεοδούλη Bottiaia-Beroia 545 AD 
 Edessa v-vi AD 
Θεοδώρα Bottiaia-Beroia v-vi AD 
 Edessa v-vi AD 
 Philippoi iv-v AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
  ii/iii AD 
  iii AD 
  v-vi AD 
 Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
 Sintike-Parthikopolis AD 98 or 
215  
Θεοκρίτα Pieria ?ii BC 
Θεονόη Bottiaia-Edessa ?ii AD 
Θεοπρεπία Pieria-Dion v-vi AD 
Θεοπρεπίς Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 147  
Θεοτίμα Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 155  
Θεοτίμη Chalkidike-Mende iv BC 
 0lynthos iv BC 
Θεοφίλα Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
  AD 212  
 Mydonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
Θεοφίλη Chalkidike-Mende 317 BC 
Θεόχαρις Edonis-Amphipolis ibc-iad 
Θεσσαλονίκη Macedonia 350-295 BC 
 Bottiaia-Mieza ii BC 
 Lynkestis ii-iiiad 
 Mygdonia- Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Θετίμα Botiaia-Pella 380-350 BC 
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Θευδότη Bottiaia-Pella iii BC 
Ἱερατική Pelagonia-Kolobaisa ii AD 
ἹερόΘεμις Chalkidike-Sane vi BC 
Ἱερόκλεια Edonis-Philippoi ?iii AD 
Ἱπποκλέα Pieris-Oisyme-Emathia i-ii AD 
Ἱππομάχα Bottiaia-Edessa iii BC 
Ἰσιγόνη Mygdonia-Thessalonike I AD 
  ii-iii AD 
Ἰσιδώρα Bottiaia-Beroia iii-iv AD 
  iii AD 
 Krestonia-Ioron ii AD 
 Mydonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
  iii AD 
 Thessalonike 208 AD 
 Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
 Pelagonia-Keramiai 193-211 AD 
 Pieria-Dion i-ii AD 
Καλημέρα Bottiaia-Edessa v-vi AD 
Καλημερία Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
Καλλιβούλη Chalkidike-Polichne ?353 BC 
Καλλικρίτα Paionia-Kavadarci ii-iii AD 
Καλλιρόη Bottiaia-Edessa ii AD 
Κασσάνδρα Almopia-Neromyloi   
 Bottiaia-Aigai 229 AD 
 Edessa iii AD 
 Elimeia-Velvendos iiad 
 lower Paionia - Idomene ii/iii AD 
 Lynkestis-Herakleia(area)  
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike I AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  v-vi AD 
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 Pelagonia iii AD 
Κασσανδριανή Bottiaia-Beroia 229 AD 
Κετρίπολις Derriopos-Stuberra 74 AD 
Κλεαγόρα Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
 Eordaia-Exochi 265 AD 
Κλεονίκη Macedonia  
 Derriopos-Stuberra iii AD 
 Elimeia-Aiane ii AD 
 Eordaia-Agios Demetrios ii-iii AD 
 Mavropigi iii/iiad 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike 23 BC 
  ii AD 
  ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Paionia-Negotino ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Pydna iii BC 
  iii BC 
Κλεοπάτρα Macedonia vii BC 
  v BC 
  355-309 BC 
  353-335 BC 
  215-176 BC 
  185-115 BC 
  ii BC 
  165-121 BC 
  160-101 BC 
  140-112 BC 
  135-69 BC 
  120-80 BC 
  110-69 
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  75-57 
  69-30 
  40bc-15ad 
 Bottiaia-Beroia 177 AD 
  225 AD 
  254 AD 
 Blaganoi 189 AD 
 Edessa iii BC 
  224 AD 
 Mieza I AD 
 Mieza I BC 
 Pella iii-ii BC 
 Chalkidike-Anthemous ii-iii AD 
 Potidaia - Kassandreia 2 BC 
 Edonis-Amphipolis 37 BC 
 Amphipolis  I BC-I AD? 
  212 AD 
 Philippoi ii-iii AD 
 Elimeia-Agalaia  ii AD 
 Kozani ii AD 
 Eordaia-Agios Christoforos iii AD 
 Apollonia iii-iv AD 
 Kalindoia ii/I BC 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike i-ii AD 
  I AD 
  iad 
  ii-iii AD 
  125 AD 
  iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
 Paionia-Eudaristos ii-iii AD 
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 Kavadarci ii-iii AD 
 Sintike-Parthikopolis ii AD 
 Macedonia 274 BC 
Κλευπάτρα Bottiaia-Beroia 184-186 ac 
 Mygdonia-Lete Not 
preserved 
 Peristera ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
Κρατησίπολις Macedonia 315-307 
Λαοδίκη Macedonia iv/iii BC 
  285-235 
  iii BC 
  iii BC 
  iii/ii BC 
  ii BC 
  ii BC 
  153 BC 
  ii BC 
  ii BC 
  ii BC 
  ii/I BC 
  31 BC 
 Eordaia-Mavropigi ii-I BC 
 Lower Paionia-Europos iv BC 
  iv BC 
Λευκίππη Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
Λυσάνδρα Macedonia iv/iii BC 
Λυσιδίκα Mygdonia-Lete 325-300 BC 
Λυσιμάχη Bottiaia-Beroia ii AD 
  ii AD 
  iii AD 
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  229 AD 
 Ichnai ?ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
 Pelagonia ii-iii AD 
Λυσίπολις Bottiaia-Beroia 223 BC 
Λυσιστράτη Bottiaia-Pella iv BC 
Μεγαρέτα Pieria-Pydna iv BC 
Μενεκρίτη Pieria-Dion iii BC 
Μηνοδώρα Chalchidike-Polichne I AD 
Μητροδώρα Edonis-Amphipolis I BC 
Μνασινίκα Bottiaia-Pella iv bv 
Μνησίκλεια Bottiaia-Pella I BC-I AD? 
Μνησιστράτη Bottiaia-Pella iii-ii BC 
Μουνδικία Chalkidike-Antigoneia i/ii AD 
Νικαγόρα Lynkestis-Vevi ii AD 
 Mydonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Ννικάνδρα Edonis-Philippoi iv-v AD 
 Eordaia-Krannestai ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike i/ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii/iii AD 
Νικανδρία Paionia-Negotino ii-iii AD 
Νικαρέτη Bottiaia-Beroia ii AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii AD 
Νικαρίστη Pieria-Dion Not  
preserved 
Νικηφορίς Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
Νικοβούλη Pieris-Galepsos Not  
preserved 
Νικομάχα Derriopos-Stuberra iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
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Νικομήδεια Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii AD 
Νικονόα Macedonia vii/vi BC 
 Edonis-Amphipolis iii BC 
Νικονόη Elimeia-Elati 108 AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Νικοπολινἀ Lynkestis ii-iii AD 
Νικοπολιανή Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Νικόπολις Bottiaia-Beroia ii AD 
  AD ?171 
  AD 248  
 Potidaia – Kassandreia Not  
preserved 
 Elimeia-Doureoi AD 214  
 lower Paionia-Europos I BC-i AD? 
 Lynkestis-Herakleia ii-iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Lete i-ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike 38 BC 
  27 BC- AD 
14 
  i-ii AD 
  I AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  167 AD 
  ii/iii AD 
  iii AD 
 Odomantike-Sirrha ii-iii AD 
 Orestis-Lyke 236 BC 
 Sisani 146 BC 
 Pelagonia -Mojno AD 199 
Νικοπτολέμα Chalkidike-Stratonikeia i-ii AD 
Νικοστράτη Bottiaia-Pella iii BC 
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 Edonis-Amphipolis Not  
preserved 
 Sintike-Parthikopolis ii AD 
 Parthikopolis vi AD 
Νικοτύχη Pelagonia-Keramiai ii-iii AD 
Νίκυλλα Bottiaia-Beroia iii BC 
 Derriopos ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Pydna iv BC 
Ξεναρίστη Bottiaia-Pella v/vi BC 
 Pieria-Dion i-ii AD 
 Pydna  iv BC 
Ξενοδίκη Edonis-Philippoi ii-i BC 
Ξένυλλα Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
Οἰάνθη lower Paionia-Europos ?ii AD 
Παγχάρεια Edonis-Philippoi iv-v AD 
Παμφίλα Bottiaia-Beroia ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike I AD 
  I AD 
  ii-iii AD 
Παννυχίς Bottiaia-Beroia AD 262  
Παντρόπις Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 269  
Παραμόνα Macedonia iii AD 
  AD ?243  
 Bottiaia-Beroia I AD 
  ii AD 
  ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  ii AD 
  ii AD 
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 Edessa ii-iii AD 
  iii AD 
  v-vi AD 
 Edonis-Amphipolis ii-iii AD 
  iv-vi AD 
  AD 220-230  
  ii AD 
  ii AD 
  ii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  ii AD 
  ii/iii AD 
  AD 221  
 Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
  ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Pydna ii-I BC 
Παραμονιχία Pieria-Dion AD ?35 
Παρασκευή Bottiaia-Beroia iii AD 
 Edessa i-ii AD 
 Mygdonia- Thessalonike AD 155  
Παρθενόπη Bottiaia-Beroia I AD 
  ii AD 
 Pieria-Pydna AD 250  
Παρμενέα Elimeia-Kozani  ii-I BC 
Παρμένεια Bottiaia-Beroia iii BC 
Πασιθέα Bottiaia-Beroia AD ?171-
208  
  AD 277 
 Pieria-Dion ii AD 
Πατροφίλα Macedonia 84-60 BC 
Πολυκαρπία Mygdonia-Kalindoia AD 254  
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Πολυκάστα Pieria- Pydna iv BC 
Πολυνίκη Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion iv AD 
Πολυξένα Chalkidike-Olynthos 500-480 BC 
Πολυξένη Macedonia 414 BC 
Πολυχαρμίς Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 233  
Προθόη Macedonia vii BC 
Προκόπη Elimeia-Aiane ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 269  
Προκοπία Bottiaia-Edessa v-vi AD 
Προκρατεία Paionia-Neapolis (area) AD 83  
Πρόσδεξις Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion ii AD 
Προσδόχη Bottiaia-Edessa ii/iii AD 
Πρόφασις Pieria-Dion ?i-ii AD 
Ροδογύνη Bottiaia-Beroia iii AD 
Σαβύθη Pieria-Dion Not  
preserved 
Στρατονίκα Chalkidike-Potidaia-
Kassandreia 
?iii BC 
 Pieria-Pydna iv BC 
Στρατονίκη Macedonia 429 BC 
  355-299 BC 
  319-260 BC 
  285-235 BC 
  iii BC 
 Bottiaia-Beroia AD 277  
 Mieza iii/ii BC 
  ii BC 
 Edonis-Philippoi ?i AD  
 Mydgdonia-Lete i-ii AD 
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  ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Lete AD 220-230  
 Sarakina  ii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 125  
 Odomantike-Sirrha AD 62 or 
178  
 Orestis- Battynaioi AD 192  
 Paionia-Negotino ii-iii AD 
 Pieria-Dion AD 59  
 Macedonia ii-I BC 
Σωπάτρα Macedonia iii BC 
 Bottiaia-Pella iii-ii BC 
 Bottiaia-Pella iv/iii BC 
 Odomantike-Sirrha ii-I BC 
Σώπολις Macedonia 365-328 BC 
 Chalkidike-Skione 360 BC 
 Edonis-Amphipolis 375-350 BC 
  336-334 BC 
Σωσάννα Mygdonia-Thessalonike? v-vi AD 
 Paionia-Stoboi v-vi AD 
Σωσαρίστη Edonis-Amphipolis ii-I BC 
Σωσιβία Bottiaia-Beroia ii-iii AD 
Σωσιγένεια Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Σωσικράτεια Macedonia iii BC 
Σωσιπάτρα Bottiaia-Beroia AD 238  
 Bottiaia-Beroia AD 105  
 Derriopos-Stuberra ii/iii AD 
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike I AD 
  ii-iii AD 
  AD 191  
  iii AD 
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  AD 202-212  
 Antigoneia ii-iii AD 
 Bylazora iii AD 
Σωσίπολις Edonis-Philippoi iv BC 
 Krestonia-Ioron I AD 
 Sintike-Parthikopolis (territ) ii AD 
Σωστράτα Mygdonia-Sochos AD 189 or 
306  
Σωστράτη Bottiaia-Pella iv BC 
 Chalkdike-Potidaia-
Kassandreia 
ii BC 
Τιμαρέτη Odomantike-Sirrha AD33 or133 
Τιμαρίστα Chalkdike-Akanthos v BC 
Τριβούλα Mygdonia-Thessalonike ii-iii AD 
Φιλαργυρίς Pieria-Pydna I AD 
Φιλίππα Bottiaia-Beroia 177 AD 
  iii AD 
  iii AD 
 Eordaia-Arnisa iii AD 
 Lynkestis -Achlada  iii AD 
 Herakleia  ii-iii AD 
  AD 202  
 Mygdonia-Thessalonike AD 303  
 Pieria-Pydna i-ii AD 
Φιλίππη Macedonia 219 BC 
 Pieria - Dion ii AD 
Φιλιππική Edonis-Philippoi Not 
preserved 
 Philippoi  Not 
preserved 
Φιλόκλεια Chalkdike-Potidaia-
Kassandreia  
iv BC 
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Φιλοκράτεια Sintike-Parthikopolis AD 210  
Φιλοξένα Bottiaia-Beroia ii BC 
 Pella iv BC 
Φιλοξένη Eordaia-Arnisa ii AD 
Φιλοξενίς Edonis-Amphipolis Not 
preserved 
Φιλοπάτρα Bottiaia-Pella iv/iii BC 
Φιλοστράτη Macedonia iii-ii BC 
Φυλομάγα Pieria-Palaiokatachas iv BC 
Χαριδάμα Edonis-Amphipolis iii BC 
Χαριδημία Bottiaia-Edessa iii AD 
Χρυσογόνη Mygdonia-Thessalonike iii AD 
Χρυσόπολις Bottiaia-Aigai iv BC 
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Epirus 
 
NAME LOCATION DATE 
Ἀγαθοκλεα Nikopolis Not preserved 
Ἀκρόπολις Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Ἀλεξίππα Ambrakia Not  preserved 
Ἀλκινόα Avarice ii BC 
Ἀλυπώ Bouthrotos I BC-I AD? 
Ἀνδροκλέα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Ἀνδρομάχα Epiros iv BC 
Ἀντιγόνα Ambrakia ii BC 
 Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Molossoi Not  preserved 
Ἀντιομάχα Βouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Ἀντιπάτρα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Ἀριστοβούλα Molossoi ?iv/vii BC 
Ἀρισταγόρα Ambrakia iv/iii BC 
Ἀριστοδίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
ii-i BC 
 Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Ἀριστόκλεια Epirus? i BC 
Ἀριστοκράτεια Kassope ii BC 
Ἀριστομάχα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Ἀριστονόα Nikopolis i AD 
Ἀρμονόα Ambrakia Not  preserved 
Ἀρσινόα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
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Ἀστερόπα Athamanes 175 BC 
Βερενίκη Epirus iv/iii BC 
 Ambrakia Not  preserved 
Δαμαρέτα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Δαμναγόρα Molossoi Not  preserved 
Δαμοκρίτα Ambrakia iv/iii BC 
Δαμοξένα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Molossoi iii/ii BC 
Δεινομάχα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Messaneoi 163 BC 
 Messaneoi 163 BC 
Διηδάμεια Molossoi iv-iii BC 
Διοδοτα Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Επιγόνη Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Ἐπίκτησις Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Εὐαρέτα Ambrakia Not  preserved 
Εὐβούλα Ambrakia iv BC 
Εὒκλεια Kephalos iii BC 
Εὐξένα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Εὐρυδίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Εὐρυνόα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Εὐτέρπη Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
ii AD  
Εὐτυχίς Epirus ii BC 
 Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Εὐφροσύνα Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Ἐχενίκα Bouthrotos 163 BC 
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(Prasaiboi) 
 Kassope ii BC 
 Molossoi Not  preserved 
Θεοδότα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Θεονίκα Photike Not  preserved 
Καλλιρρόη Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Κλεογένα Dodona v BC 
Κλεοπάτρα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Κλευπάτρα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Prasaiboi 163 BC 
Λανίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Λαοδίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Λαοδίκη Orikos Pylle Not  preserved 
Λυσιδίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Phoinike iii BC 
Λυσιμάχα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Μεγανίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Netidioi? 163 BC 
Μενεστράτα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Μνασαρέτα Phoinike iii/ii BC 
Νικάνδρα Dodona Not  preserved 
Νικαρέτα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Thesprotoi Iv BC 
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Νικαρίστα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Νικοδίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Votonosi iii BC 
Νικοκράτεια Dodona iv-iii BC 
Νικομάχα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Νικόπολις Ambrakia ii BC 
 Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Ξεναρέτα Ambrakia iii-ii BC 
Ξενοτίμα Phoinike iii/ii BC 
Παμφίλα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Phoinike iii/ii BC 
παμφίλη Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Πατροκλέα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Πατρόκλεια Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Πολύκλεια Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
Prakeleoi 
163 BC 
Πολυξένα Dodona v-vi BC 
 Molossoi 380-316 BC 
Πολυστράτα Ambrakia iii-ii BC 
Πουβλιώι Ambrakia i BC- i AD 
Πραξαγόρα Dodona v BC 
Προμένεια Dodona v BC 
Προσαιβίς Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Συμφέρουσα Nikopolis Not  preserved 
Σωκράτις Bouchetion iii BC 
Σωστράτα Ambrakia Not  preserved 
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 Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Σωφροσύνα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Τιμαγόρα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 
 ophylleis ii BC 
Τιμαρέτα dodona v BC 
Φαιναρέτα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
 Molossoi iv/iii BC 
Φερενίκα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Φιλιστίχα Ambrakia ?iii/ii BC 
 Ambrakia ii-I BC 
 Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Φιλοκλέα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
Φιλοπάτρα Bouthrotos 
(Prasaiboi) 
163 BC 
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